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BELGIUM/HOLLAND

GEDEMCO
Dendermondse, Stg 10,
2700 St. Niklaas,
Belgia.

SWITZERLAND

EUGEN BOHNY & CO.,
Glarnerstrasse 25

CH-8805 Richterswil/Schweiz
Switzerland.

MANUFACTURED UNDER LICENCE IN U.S.A.
MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED INC.

BOX P, PINE PLAINS,
NEW YORK 12567

Mention WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER when replying to adverts

MINIATURE FIGURINES LTD
1-5 GRAHAM RD.. SOUTHAMPTON. Te|:2ll8!i5
• CATALOGUE SEND £1.15 (Inland) or £1.25 (Overseas Seamail) or £2.25 (Overseas Airmail)*

25mn, * WORLDWIDE 15mm

Thousands of happy customers own millions of minifigs.

DENMARK

I.W. TRADING

140 Strandvejen,
O.K. 2900 Hellerup,
Denmark.

Our new range of 15mm Napoleonic super detailed figures are now
coming on stream, starting with the main types, Scots Greys, Light
Dragoons, Life Guards, Heavy Dragoons, Light, Line and Flank com
panies. French Chasseurs, Hussars, Polish Lancers, Cuirassiers,
Fusiliers and Flank companies. Old Guard and Artillery French and
British.

Sorry that there are no photos of them this month but our Photographer has this in hand,
and photos together with a numbered listing will be available.
However for your immediate perusal at this time send us 50p for sample figures and you
can judge for yourself the superb quality and detail of this new and exciting range of
figures by the top designers of the wargames market. Easier to paint than a 25mm you
will be quite taken aback by the sheer realism of these little beauties.

•Well, that's enough crowing - send 50p postal order or cheque and see for yourself*

•Start your new 1980s army now, other arms of the French and British together with
their allies and enemies will follow in quick succession as the moulds come into opera
tion*

LA MAISON DU JOUET,
41 Boulevard de ReulllY,
Paris 75012,
France.

FRANCE GERMANY

ULRICH KIESOW.
Herderstrasse 7,
4000 Dusseldorf,
West Germany.

INTER HOBBY,
Via Cavour 31

50129, Firenze,
Italy.

ITALY SWEDEN

BESO MINT & ANT1K,
Vastra Hamngatan 6,

41117 Goteborg,
Sweden.
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A NEW, VERSATILE SYSTEM
WHICH OFFERS COMPLETE

FREEDOM TO THE IMAGINA
TIVE AND INGENIOUS WAR-
GAMER.

De Luxe WARBOARDS KIT
£8.95 + 90p p & p. includes
all the high quality materials
you'll need as well as extra ro
bust backing sheet and an
unique Stickbook for systematic
storage of symbols, in large stor
age tube.

Payment with order to
EDUCATIONAL GRAPHICS,
25 East John Walk, Exeter,
England EX1 2EP
Tel. 0392-37656.

20mnn HEX

EXAMPLE 1

Setting up in secrecy before a table game

Each player has an identical map representing the whole table area as
in figure 1. Forces are manoeuvred on each player's gridsheet only
until a clash is imminent and then those units involved can be set up on
the table. Any troops not visible to the enemy (e.g. behind hill A)
can remain concealed by not setting them up on the table. Even during
the course of the wargame, hidden forces can be left off the table
although their positions will be fixed on the individual player's War-
boards zone. This even enables one player to make covert speculative
moves to counter the opponent's probable tactics and this introduces
a realistic Ignorance Factor to the game which is easy to operate.
Ideally, an umpire is present to keep "an accurate record of both sides'
hidden movements and to rule on precisely when units come into sight.

Extract from Instruction Booklet
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CfviecaM '^ro/uflf 15mm

^  . <P'®.
1  / MINIATURES

44 CANDLERIGGS

GLASGOW G1 1LE

ISmtn ARMIES of the ROMAN EMPIRE.

I53OI Lepiionarius Ist Cent.A.D.Pilum and shield.

15303 Lepionarius 1st Cent.A.D.Sword and shield.

15305 Auxiliary Ist Cent. A.7).Oval shield and Pilum.
15307 Command including:,Centturio etc.

15311 Testudo,(Toitoisj,Ist,2nd and 3rd rank.
15312 Testudo,Ist and 2nd rank.

15313 Testudo,3rd rank.

15mm ARMIES of the CREEK and PERSIAN V/ARS.

15501 Greek Hoplite,advancing with spear and shield
15502 Greek Hoplite,advancing,spea-r thrusting.

15mm ARMIES of the AMERICAN CIVIL V/AR.

Trooper in

Trooper in

Trooper in
Trooper in

Trooper in

Trooper in

Trooper in

Trooper in

Union foot

Kepi,light equipment,advancing.
Kepi,full pack,marching.
Keoi.full pack,advancing.
Kepi,full pack,attention.
Kepi,blanket over sholder,advancing.

Kepi,Great coat,advancing.
soft hat,blanket over sholder advancing.
soft hat, Great coat, advancing.
command.

15220 Cavalryman in Kepi,sword raised.
15221 Cavalryman in Kepi,carbine at ready.

15223 Union Cavalry command.

15230 Confederate Cavalry command.

15250 Union Gun Team.

15255 Napoleon Gun.

VRiere not indicated, figures can be used for either
Union or Confederate army.

I5mm ARMIES of the ENGLISH CIVIL WAR.

Pikeman with Helmet and Tassett,advancing
Musketeer with Lobster Helmet,firing
Musketeer v/ith Lobster Helmet,loading
Musketeer with Soft Hat,firing

Pikeman with Soft Hat,standing in reserve
Pikeman viith Helmet and Tassett, standing
Scottsman a-dvancinr with Musket

Scottsman advar.cin®' with I ocharber Aoce

Scottsman advancing with Sword and Buckler

Scotts Command.

Royal ist/Parliamentarian Foot Com.mand.
Musketeer with Soft Hat,loadinm

IShll Cavalryman

I59I2 Cava1rv-a^ vith '^^•'ord ?nd Lo"b?'*'er

Where not indicated,fisures can he use for either
side of the Bna-lish Civil War.

SPECIAL

OFFER

WARRIOR 25mm NAPOLEONIC
ARMIES

Only £11.95 +£1.00 Post
FAru AnMV

Save £'s. Yes £'s on our noisTAl prices
(£16.36 British & £16.76 French)

Army *1: British, 118 Pieces
Army W: French, 121 Pieces
Please remember to ask for ei or A2.
Send s.a.e. and lOp for full Catalogue ro vVarrior
fidiniatures, 44 Candlerigqs, Giasgrm G1 ILE.

I'^mm ARMIES of the "APOLECNIC WARS.

British,Foot

I57OI Line Infantry,advancing

15601 Highlander,Centre Coy.,advancing
15602 Highlander,Flank Coy. ,advancir.P'
15603 Hifhlander,Light Coy,, advancing
15604 Highland Command.
15605 Line Infantry,Centre Coy.,advancing
15606 Line Infantry,Flank Coy.,advancing
15607 Line Fusilier,advancing
15608 Line Infantry Comm.and.
15620 Foot .Artillery Crew
15621 6 lb Field Gun
15622 9 llJ Field Gun

Bri tish,Cavalry
15650 Lifeguard

15651 Lifeguard Command
I56'-2 Lia'ht Draaroon

I56B3 Light Dragoon Command
15654 Heavy Dragoon

15655 Heavy Dragoon Command

I5mm ARMIES of the NAPOLECTTIC WAJiS

French,Foot

15801 Line Infantry,advancing
15630 Old Guard Chasseur,advancing

15631 Old Guard Chasseur Command
15632 Line Fusilier,3icorn,advancing

15633 Line Grenadier,Bicorn,advancing
15634 Line Grenadier Voltiamir,Bicorn,
15635 Line Command (^.advancing
15636 Old Guard Grenadier,advancing
15637 Old Guard Grenadier Command
15638 Line Fusilier,Shako,advancing
15640 Line Foot .Artillery Crew
15641 Howitzer

15642 8 lb. Field Gun

15642 12 lb. Field Gun

French,Cavalry
15660 Cuirassier
15661 Cuirassier Command
15662 Dragoon
15663 Dragoon Command
15664 Lancer
15665 Lancer Comma.nd
15666 Horse Chasseur of the Line
15667 Horse Chasseur of the Line Command
15668 Chas seur of the Guard
1^670 Genera.ls snd ADC,Commar.d Set I
15671 Generals and ADC,Comrnand Set 2

1 ARMIES of the 18th Century

1 years war, Jacobite uprising etc.).

Line Infantry Advancing

Line infantry F[ring
Line Infantry Marching
Line Command

Grenadier (Mitre Hat) Advancing
Grenadier (Mitre Hat) Firing
Grenadier Command

Dragoons
Dragoons Command
Horse Grenadiers

Horse Grenadiers Command

Although designed for the British Army of the period, most
figures can be painted to represent other armies.

15mm PRICE LIST:

Pack of 12 foot figures(inc,Testudo)..... »65p
Pack of 6 cavalry .....65p
Pack of 6 foot command ....32p
Pack of 3 cavalry command .32p

Pack of 2 gun teams 65p
Pack of 4 guns ^5?



navwar
PRODUCTIONS LIMITED

Mail Order Address Only
48 East View, Barnet

HarU. ENS 5TN.

Warship
Commander

£3.50 1967-1987

RULES FOR PRESENT DAY TACTICAL NAVAL COMBAT

Modern warships range in size from the huge aircraft carriers like the NIMITZ class to the tiny but deadly missile boats. The weapons of today's
warships have changed greatly since those of World War Two. The surface-to-surface missile has replaced the big gun.

These deadly weapons give even the smallest ship tremendous punch. How do you defeat them f You jam mem with electronrc war^re you blirid
them with chaff, you shoot them down with guns and missiles, or you sink him before hesinksyou. Allof this is shown in great detail in WARSHIP
COMMANDliR, ihe first and most accurate and complete simulation of modern naval surface actions, Playable with miniature ship models and
counters WARSHIP COMMANDER has complete rules for all of the major elements of modern naval surface actions. There is complete data on all
the maior guns, torpedoes, surface-to-surface missiles and surface-to-air missiles of NATO and Warsaw Pact with rules which accurately simu ate
their use in surface actions. Also, there are detailed rules dealing with all aspects of electronic warfare, including ECM and ECCM equipiment, in
addition to radars and radar detectors: detailed information on over one hundred NATO and Warsaw Pact radars is included. The effects of damage
and the process of damage control is accurately portrayed. There is even a detailed description of modern warships and equipment to help the
player learn arid understand what modern naval warfare is all about.

WARSHIP COMMANDER is the closest thing to what naval combat is actually like. Based primarily on technical books, journals, and offici^
documents, many of which were only recently declassified, WARSHIP COMMANDER is the culmination of over three years of research and
development. WARSHIP COMMANDER is a unique game, and a most complete and accurate simulation of modern naval combat. 68 pages tJ.bU

1:3000TH SCALE MODERN WARSHIPS by NAVWAR and Davco in metal, these models come complete witn
ship data and are packed in clear plastic bags.

GREAT BRITAIN
^iwl|•bL.f^; "•.j /4

Huvjiution (XJ) I-J'j 4 1«j6y

Vuliulil IaJj j'jUM i'Jo7
Dreiidiiougm (x3) SSN 1 1966
Obe/ofi txJ) S::» V1 '•■JbU
liivHicibloCAH3 l97y
AfkRoyniCVA ! 1972
E.kjIeCVA 1 19;ti
Hciinob(,'C 1 1970
ButwdikCV 1 VJ()6
BldkeCLH2 1970
LiorCL3 196b
Sheftiulo DG 10 1972
BiibiolDG 1 1970
HiifnpshiftfDGH 1969
Ddnng DD8 1955
BiOcitJbwofd H'4 + 1978
Amazon FFB 1978
Leandijf FF26 1967
Auioia FG 8 1977
Cltjopjifu FG3+ 1976
AshaniiFF? 1965
Hoihesay FF 91962
WhtlbyHF919b«
Wiliofi (x2) Mb i 14 1954
0lwenA0 3 1966
Biuc novel AO 5 i9ob
Lindisfarne 1x21 PC 5 1972

HORSE & MUSKET
ARMY LISTS £1.95

UNITED STATES
Los Angoles (x3) SSN 26 1977
Lalayeiiu (x3) SSBN 31 1978
Sturgeon (x3) SSN 37 1966
Tarawa LHAb 1976
Enterprise CVAN 1 1961
Kmy Hawk CVA 3 1960
VtiyiniaCGN4 1975
California CGN2 1972
Albany CG 3 1964
Des Motnes CA 3 1946
Galvestoo CG 3 1958
Spruance DG 30 19 76
Belknap DG 9 1965
C.F. Adams DD 23 1960
O H.PerrYFG561977
KnoxFF461970

CHINA (People's Republic)
LutaDDG 7 1971
Kiang Hu FG 3+ 1976
KiangTungTungFG2 1977
Hola Class fx3) PF 1 + 1977
Shanghai class (x2} PF 350 1961

SOVIET UNION
Victor 1x31 SSN 18 1974
YankoefxJ)SSBN34 1969
Charlie 1x3} SSN 11 1970
Hotel (x3)SSBN9 1965
Juliet (x3) SSG161961
November {x3l SSN 13 1961
Kiev CV3 1975
Moskva CAM 2 1967
KdraCG7 1972
Kresta II CG 131970
KynddCG4 1962
Svoi dlov CA 14 1955
KnvakDG 15 1976
Kashin DG 20 1970
Koilin DD 28 1955
Kollin-SAM DG81962
Nanuchka (x2) FF 15 1970
Petya (x3) FF 461965
Osa(x3) PF1151962

Trade enquiries welcome for rules and ships

COMBAT COMMANDER
1973-1983 £3.50

NfcvVBURY RULES £1.40 each

DESIGNED FOR USE WITH THE "WRG"
"1685-1845" RULES

Published by BATTLEFIELD

63 armies covered, including Malburian, Seven Years War,
Napoleonic, Sikh, Singhalese. Turk & Amfrican Revolution

Modern land and ground attack warfare the way it really 'S
80 pages containing all you need for a complex or simple
game including accurate organisational and weapons data,
instructions on painting and organising an army of modern
era miniatures

Ideal for use with HEROICS fii ROS
1 :3G0th AFVs and Planes

"Diek Plus" Ancient naval games
'1000 Years of Medieval Warfare

(500 AD to 1500 AD)
Constantinople to Vienna

(1450 to 17(X))
Napoleonic Warfare
American Civil War
Colonial Wars
Cambria to Smai (1917-1967)

In addition to our ranoM wa ara also trada diatributora for London Wargamaa Sactlon
Rulaa. BayorMt EN8IGI4 Shipa. BattlalTald, Enola Qmmm, HEROICS ft ROS, Oanaral

(luartara

Send stamped SAE for our naw Autumn lists of ships, rules, dice, figtiras and gamaa.
POSTAGE AND PACKING ^ ^
Orders up to £10.00 — Add 10% (Minimum 20p, Maximum £1); over £10 Post
Overseas: AIRMAIL add 60%, SEAMAIL add 36% (Minimum 60p). Europe: add 20%.
ALL OUR PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM:
Auatralia: BATTLEFIELD, 50 Cliasold Parade, Campsia, NSW 2194.
USA: Armandi Armada/ShIp Shop. 114 Main Street. Annapolia, Mc. 21404.

Mention WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER when replying to adverts



PIHINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD
MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

Now our 2nd Release of our own ISmm Range.
FOOT FIGURES 6p EACH, CAVALRY FIGURES 12p EACH, GUNS IN PACKS OF 3,60p PER
PACK

No hiddon oxtns. AH our priooa are Inclusive of VAT. If you stop to dtink, they are not the dearest-they're
the best.

ISmm AVAILABLE NOW
NAPOLEONIC FOOrnOURES
15/1 French Fusilier
15/2 French Grenadier or Voltigeur
15/3 French Officer
15/4 French Fusilier in Greatcoat and Shako cover
15/5 French Grenadier in Greatcoat and Shako cover
15/6 French Officer in Greatcoat and Shako cover
15/9 French Light Infantry, tiring
15/10 British Line Infantry
15/11 British Flank Company
15/12 British Line Officer
15/25 Highlander charging
15/16 Highland Officer
15/19 British Line Infantry in Greatcoa'
15/20 Bntish Line Officer in Gieatcoat
15/23 British Light Infantry, firing

NAPOLEONIC CAVALRY HGURFS
C15/1 French Hussar
C15/2 French Hussar Oificer
€15/11 French Hussar Carabinier
C15/12 French Hussar Officer
C15/15 British Hussar
C15/16 British Hussar Officer

fSmnri NAPOLEONIC ARTILLERY
British 6" PDR Gun French 4" PDB Gun
British 9" PDR Gun French 8" PDR Gun

British 5.5" Howitzer French 6" Howitzer

15mm NAPOLEONIC ARTILLERY CREWS
15/24 British Foot Artilleryman - Manning gun
15/25 British Foot Artilleryman - With Shot
15/26 British Foot Artilleryman.- With rammer
15/27 British Foot Artilleryman - With portfire
16/28 British Horse Artillery - Manning Gun
15/29 British Horse Artillery - With shot
15/30 British Horse Artillery - With rammer
15/31 British Horse /Lrtillery - With portfire
15/32 French Foot Artilleryman of the Line - Manning gun
15/33 French Foot Artilleryman of the Line - With shot
15/34 French Foot Artilleryman of the Line - With rammer
15/35 French Foot Artilleryman of the Line - With portfire
15/36 French Horse Artilleryman of the Line - Manning gun
15/37 Frnnch Horse Artilleryman of the Line - With shot
15/38 French Horse Artilleryman of the Line - With rammer
15/39 French Horse Artilleryman of the Line - With portfire

NEW! NEW! NEW! 15mm SECOND RELEASE
French Old Guard C15/4
French Old Guard Officer C15/5

British Fusilier Pvt. C1G/6
British Fusilier Officer C15/7
British Rifleman Firing C15/8
British Rifles Officer C15/9
British Light Infantry CIS/10
Advancing C15/13
British Light Infantiy Off.cer C15/14
French Dragoon C15/17

•, Dragoon Officer C15/18
Chasseur C15/19

I Chasseur Officer C15/2f
1 Lancer

1 Lancer Officer C15/21
I Cuirassier C15/22
1 Cuirassier Officer C15/32
Light Dragoon
Light Dragoon Officer CIS/33
Heavy Dragoon

British Heavy Dragoon Officer
British Household Cavalryman
British Household Cavalry
Officer
British Scots Greys
British Scots Greys Officer
French Mounted Colonel Of
Infantry
British Mounted Colonel of

.  Infantry

Scenics.

18/37 - 16m/m tree Kits Cast Metal With Separate Folarje & Instructions Pack Of 2 @ 60p.

Second release ofour new 15mm Range of figuresand scenics, 106 Items to date and lookwhat comes along next month-French
Napoleonic Guard Cavalry, the 1 st of the Napoleonic German Allies, the Bavarians. A first release of Ancients, lots of your favourite
cavalry types here and perhaps a sprinkling of scenics and Napoleonic Gun Teams.

When In London It's HQ for Hinchliffe
Jirnmy Povveii is the proprietor and he s waiting seive you with tna in-
HQ la Craven Passage, Charing Cross, London WC2.

:i" cr> "liiici and w-i'gtaniiiig at

NEWS FOR THE USA _ „
Remember - alt that's new and happening In the UK Is tmppening for you tor.; kf Bp those calls and letters gomg. Cleve or Ed will
answer all your queries and do their best to keep filling your •. 'ders.

Call Dallas 634-1647 or write to Hinchliffe Models Inc.
4824Meinphls Street, Dallas, TEXAS 75207

Ow so e AustrnL'ur;

.  .fSfi ppi/idt;, Crtrripsn}. NSV.' .?1S4, AUSTRALIA
wri/- r ir.u'i^ enrJosi'ig SAE.

Mention WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER when replying to adverts



HEROICS and ROS FIGURES
1/300th SCALE FIGURES 75 pence packs.
f^APOLEONIC. PERIOD RUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS MAI 2 Vi
MFNl 7 Napoleonic Marshals MRN7 Musketeers MA13 Hi

MRN1 Grenadiers MA14 G'
MRN5 Pavlovski Guard MA15 Si

FRENCH NAPOLEONIC GUARD Jagers skirmishing MA16 A,
UNITS "5^3 Cu.tassiers
MFN5 Grenadiers oMhe Old Guard Hussars Ai
MFN20 Chasseurs a Pied o» the Guard MRN6 Cossacks
MFN7 Horse Grenadiers MRN8 Horse Artillery MAF1 Gi
MFN22 Empress Dragoons MRN4 Foot Artillerv MAF2 Gi
KMC,,, I , ̂ . BAVARIAN UNITS

MFN8 F„„,Ay,„.r,o.,^Gu.,3 XS"pr"l.nP, I
MFN9 Horse An,ll.ryoliheGua.a ypj,? Lence.s MAG7 P

SPANISH NAPOLEONIC UNITS MAG6 Ci
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC LINE UNITS MSN1 Spanish Musketeers MAG3Gi

FRENCH NAPOLEONIC GUARD ^
UNITS J
MFN5 Grenadiers ol the Old Guard
MFN20 Chasseurs a Pied ol the Guard "
MFN7 Horse Grenadiers h
MFN22 Empress Dragoons h
MFN11 Chasseurs a Cheval o'the Guard
MFN2 Polish Lancers of the Guard
MFN8 Foot Ariillerv of the Guard
MFN9 Horse Artillery of the Guard

MAI2 Vi

MSN2 S

GREECE

MAGI Gr

sigotf-.iclnfaniry
MA 13 Hun Cavalry
MA14 Gothic Cavalry
MAI 5 Sarmaiian Cataphracis
MA16 Ancient British Chariot
MAI 7 Ancient British Infantry
MA 18 Ancient British Cavalry
MA19 ArabCametry

iSeleucid-Palmyrart)
MAF1 Gaulish Infantry
MAF2 Gaulish Cavalry

NEW Card Cut-Out Buildings: Eastern Front houses, six
different on the sheet, full colour 1/300th scale. Two sheets for
50p + lOp postage and packing.

MODERN PERIOD M]CRO-TANKS13peach.
SOVIET Su-9(30pl Huey Cobra {30p) Bedford MK truckSOVIET Su-9(30pl Bedford MK truck

y ndRover

MFM Line Grenadiers
MFM4 Fr LineFusilie's

MFN21 Fr, Light Infantry
MFN4 Voltiguers skirmishing
MFN16 Fr Carabiniers
MFNtO Cuirassiers
MFN19 Line Dragoons
MFN6 Chasseurs, Cheval of the Lme
MFN1 2 Hussars
MFN1 3 Lancers of th Lirte

MFN23 Fr. Engineer
MFN3 Fool Artillery
MFN15 Fr Gun Teams
MFNISFf Wagons and Teams

BRITISH NAPOLEONIC UNITS

MSN 16 Wellington & Generals
MBN1 British Infantry
MBN7 8'iliSh Line Infantry Light Co
MBNt 4 British Light Infantry
MBN15 British Light Infantry skirmishing
MBN5 Highlanders
MBN8 Highlanders skirmishing
MBN4 Riflemen

MBN17 Household Cavalry
MBN2 Dragoons
MBN6 Scots Greys
MBN 10 British Hussars

MBN11 Bnt Lt Dragoons
MBN9 Horse Artillery
MBN3 Foot Artillery
M0N12Brii GunTeams

MBN13 Brii Wagons

PRUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS

MPN1 Musketeers

MPN2 Jegers skirmishing

MPN6 Landwehf
MPN3 Dragoons

.MPN5 Prussian Uhlans
MPN4 Ariillerv

AUSTRIAN NAPOLEONfC UNITS

MANS General StaH
MAN1 Musketeers in shakos

MANS Musketeers in helmets
MAN2 Grenadiers
MAN3 Jagers skirmishing ^
MAN4 Cuirassiers f
MAN? Hussars

MANS Artillery

panish Grenadiers
MSN3 Spanish Musketeers skirmishir
MSN4 Spanish Dragoons
SECOND WORLD WAR
GRI German Infantry
GR2 German Infantry Support

Weapons
Gfl3 German Paratroops
GR4 German World War II cavalry
GR5 AfrikaKorps
Bflt British Infantry
BR2 British Infantry Support

Weapons
BR3 British Paratroops
flR4 SihArmy
SRI Russian Infantry
SR2 Russian Infantry Support

Weapons
SR4 Russian World War II cavalry
USRI United States Infantry
USR2 United States Infantry Support

Weapons
MODERN PERIOD
Ml NATO Infantry
M2 NATO Infantry Support

Weapons
M3 Warsaw Pack Infantry
M4 Warsaw Pack Infantry Support

Weapons
ANCIENT PERIOD
ROMANS
MAR1 Roman Legionaires
MAR2 Romans attacking
MAR3 Rorhan Light Infantry
MAR4 Asiatic Archer

MARS Roman Cavalry
MAR6 Roman War Engines
MAR7 Praetorian Guard

eek City Hoplites
MAG2 Successor Phalanx
MAG7 Phodian Stingers
MAGS Cretan Archers
MAG3 Greek Cavalry
MAGS Successor Cavalry

ishing ^aG4 War Elephants

MAGS Spartan Hoplites
MAG9 Peltasts
MAGIOMacedonian Hypaspists
MAG 11 Thracian Light Cavalry

T-72Tank

T-62 Tank

T-55 Tank
T-55 dozer

T-55 mine clearer
T-TOM tank
PT-76 lighi lank
BMP-76 (BMP-I)
BTR-40P with Swatter
BTR -60PB APC

BRDM-2 APC
BRDM-2 with Sagger
ASU-85SPgun
UAZ-469 jeep
BM-21 Rocket
Launcher
ZSU-23-4SPAA

ZSU-57-2SPAA

Su-15i50p)
Yak-28 (50p)
Mi-8 Hip (^p)
Mi-24 Hind (30p)
Su-ig(50p)

USA
XM-1

M60A1 tank

M60A2 tank
M48A2 tank

M551 Sheridan light
tank

M60A1 dozer

MIUAPC

Ml 13 ♦ recoiltess rifle
M113»T0WAT •

missile

«ell lFOquoisl30pl
Skyhawkl30pl 7™^^!
F104Starfighterl60pl i^SuarGRi
F4 Phantom I60pl Harrier GR.
FlllEI75pl Buccaneer
F14A TomcatlSOp)
F15 Eagte (50p) GFRMAN
A-IO Thunderbolt II I60p)

LeopardA2

* tonne La
FV180CET

Jaguar GRi

CANADA L

OOp)
Harrier GR3(30p)
Buccaneer (50p)

D-30 122h;im howitzer , gg vulcan SP AA

PERSIANS

MAPS Persian tmmortels
MAP2 Persian Archers

MAP3 Persian Spearmen
MAP4 Persian Horse Archers

MAPS Mounted Persian Sqedrmen
MAP7 Persian Armoured Cavalry
MAPI Persian Chariots
MAPS Persian Scythed Chariots,
SASSANIDS
MAS1 Sessanid Levy Spearmen
MAS2 Sassanid Archers

MAS3 Sassanid Clibinarll
MAS4 Sassanid Cataphracts
MASS Sassanid Light Cavalry
MASS Sassanid Elephants

American Civil War

MACW1 Federal infantry
MACW3 FederaMnfantry skirmishing
MACW4 Federal Cavalry
MACW2 Confederate infantry
MACW6 Confederate infantry

skirmishing
MACW7 Confederate Cavalry
MACW5 Artillery
MACW8 Zouaves

MACW9 Generals

M55 152rniT« nowitzer
♦ Crew

M55 100mm AT gun +
crew

M730ChaparralSP AA
missile system

Ml06 mortar carrier

Ml 14 recce vehicle

M72B Combat
Engineer Vehicle

Ml lOSP howitzer
Ml07 SP howitzer

M109SPhowiRer

Commando armoured

^8TR -50 APC Eng meer Vehicle
BMD Paratroop APC Ml lOSP howitzer
Bf^-14 towed rocket M107 SP howitzer
' launcher * crew M109SPhowiRer
GAZ-69 jeep Commando armourer
URAL-375 truck car

• SA-6GainfulAAmissile XR3n High mobility
SA-9 Gaskin AA missile wheeled carrier + T
SA-2 Guideline AA M41 Walker Bulldog

missile light tank
M1974 122mmSPG M42 Duster SP AA
ASU-57SP AT gun M548 tracked earner
GAZ-69 ♦ Recoilless Honest John missile

rifle launcher truck

wheeled carrier + T

Lynx

ISRAEL
Super Sherman

L-33155mm SP

SWEDEN

S-tank
1kv-91 light tank
Phv 302 APC

VK 155mm SPG

UNITED KINGDOM
Chieftain
Centurion
Centurion AVRE

FV432APC

FV438 Swingfire
launcher

FV432 + mortar

FROG-7 artillery missile Hawk AA missiles on

OW f\/432 ♦ Wombat
M41 Walker Bulldog FV432 + Rarden

light tank FV432 ♦ Cymbelint
M42 Duster SP AA radar
M548 tracked earner FV432 + GPMG tui
Honest John missile on . „ ,
launche, truck Ch;e»a,n B„dge La

FV432 + Rarden

FV432 ♦ Cymbeline
radar

FV432 + GPMG tur

s Singuiafis Guard Cavalry MACW ,0 Gun Teams (21
MAR9 Western Auxiliary Archers

CARTHAGE
MAC1 Ni'midian Cavalry
BYZANTINES
MAB1 Byraniine Heavy Infantry
MAS? Bv^antine Armoured Cavalry
MAB3 By/antine Heavy Cavalry
MAB4 Bv/aniine Light C-avairy
MABS Bv/antme Morse Arthe'S
MAB6 By/aniine Foot Archers
BARBARIANS
MA11 Oacian Intantrvdndiudea

spearmen rrlornphiae

MACW11 Wagons
ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

MECW1 Musketeers
MECW2 Pikemen

MECW3 Dragons on Foot
MECW4 Dragoons Mounted
MECW5 Dragoon Horses with

Horseholders

MECW6 Cuirassiers
MECW7 Royalist Cavalry
MECW8 Parliamentarian

Cavalry
MECW9 Artillery

ZIL-131 truck
MTU-55 (20p)
152mm SPM1973
M-1970APC/tractor

MiG I15p)

MiG17(15p)
MiG-19(30pl
MiG-21 (30p>
MiG-23(30p)
MiG-25 Foxbat (75pl
Su-7(30p)

M548 launcher
M577 command

vehicle
Dragon light AT missile
set of three

M60 AVLB (20p)
M88ARV

M578ARV
Lance Missile
XM-723 APC
M35 2Vit

Jeep + RR
M109AI

LVTP-7

ret
Chieftain Bridge Layer
(20p)

Abbot SPG
Saiadin armoured car
Saracen APC

Fox armoured car

Ferret armoured car
Ferret 2/6 AT missile

carrier

Scorpion light tank
Scimitar light tank
Striker light AT missile

carrier

Spartan light APC
Rapier AA missile
Stalwart truck

Jaguar (30p)

eopard A4

Leopard 2

Marder MICV

Gepard SP AA
Jagdpanzer Rakete

missile earner
Jagdpanzer Kanone SP
AT gun

Spz 11 2APC
Spz-12-3APC
Milan light AT missile
set of three

Unimog truck
Leopard ARV

Luchs8x8A/C

FRENCH

AMX 30 tank
AMX-13light tank
AMX-13 + SS11 AT

missiles
AMX-13 + H0T

missiles

AMX-13 + 90mm
AMX-30ARV
AMX-10RC

AML H-90armoured
car

EBR-75 armoured car
AMX-30 155mm

howitzer

AMX-30 Roland AA
missile launcher

AMX-10APC
AMX 10 ♦HOT AT

missiles
.Jeep with Entac AT

missiles
Milan light AT missile

launcher (Set of 3)
Mirage flic (30p)

Ros Micro-AFV's and modern period micro-tanks are
all 13p except where marked. Ail are 1/300th scale.
Heroics Figures in 1/300th scale are 75 pence per

pack of 50 infantry, 20 cavalry or 6 guns.

WORLD WAR 11 MICRO-AFVs at 13d T 40

TREES: Birch. Poplar, Fir, Scots Pine (all 12p ea.l, Lime I20p).
RULES: Battles with Micro-Tanks (WW2) El .06 post free.

Combat Commander (Modern) E3.50 post free.
DICE: Percentage Dice (oair) 40p; Average Dice (pair) 25p.
NEW ITEMS: Modern Hungarian FUG-70, Czech OT-65. Napoleonic MPN7; Prussian
General Staff. MPNS: Prussian Gun Teams.

Russian Armoured
locomotive (50p)

Sherman DO
Marmon Hernngton

Armoured wagon with Number Armoured car
T34 Dturret (30pl

Flat car
Straight track
Curved track

aimler Scout Car
Daimler Armoured Car
Universal Carrier
Sexton

Garmar
Panzer II B
Panzer II F
Panzer II Flamm
Wespe
Lynx
Panzer III J
Panzer III M
Panzer III N
StuG IMG
Panzer IV D
Panzer IV F1
Panzer IV F2
Panzer IV H
StuG IV
Jagdpanzer IV
Hummel
Nashorn
Panzer 38(t)
Marder III Sd 139
Marder III H
Hetzer
Panther D
Panther G
Jagdpanther
Tiger I E early
Tiger I E late
Tiger II Porsche
Tiger II Henschel
Jagdtiger
Elefant

,  Brummbae''
Sturmtiger
Hanomag Sd 251 / IB
Hanomag Sd^51 /1D

late version
Sd 251/10' 3 7 Pak
Sd251/16Flamm
Sd 251 rocket launcher
Arm d Maultier Rocket

Launcher
Sd250
Sd 250/9a/c
RiV Funklenoanzer
Marder II
P2IV Bridgeiayer (20pl
Bergepanther ARV
Panzerjager IV/70
Sd 10/4-!-2cm Flak

Aufklarungspz 38(tl
Sd 251/9+ 7.5cm
Sd 251/22+ Pak 40
Sd 250/7 + mortar
Ostwind AA
Wirbelwind AA
Opel Blitz
O

with Rommel, staff
officer despatch riders
ana;half track f25p|

Me 1D9 G<16pl
FwT90D(15p'
Ju87&(15pl
Ms 129(1 5p)

pel Blitz with office bod\ MeBf 1^^ ^
O Me410(15p)pel Maultier softskm
Kubelwagen (6p)
Schwimmwagen (Bp)
BMW + sidecar (6p|
Bussing Nag truck
Raupenschlepper Ost
SdKfz 222
SdKfz 231
SdKfz 234 1
SdKfz 234 '2 Puma
Protz tractor
Ketienkrad{6p)
SdKfz 10
SdKf: 11
SdKfz 7
3 7 Flak on SdKfz 7
Flakvierhng on Sd 7
Pak 35 36 ♦ crew
Pak 38 ♦ crew
Pak 38 ♦ crew
Pak 40 ♦ crew
Pak 43 '41 ♦ crew
Pak 43 on cruciform trail
♦ crew

7 62 Pak 36(rl + crew

Fw 189(15p|
OFS 230qlider(15p)
Gotha giioei l50p)
Me 163 Komei

Fw190A(15p)
Ju87G +3.7cm AT 615pl
Do217E(50pl
Ju52(75pi
Me 262 (15p)
He 111H (50pl
Ju88(50p)
BR 57 Armoured

Locomotive (50p)
Armoured wagon with

10.5cm in turret and
3 7Flak(30p)

Armoured Inf/ command
car(30p)

Arm'd inf .' 10.5cm car (30pl
Arm'd Flakvier/10.5cm

car(30pl
Arm'd tool car (20p)
Arm'd auxiliary tender(15pl

Tetrarch
T 60 Honey
SU85 Grant
SU100 Sherman M4A1
728 Sherman Firefly
T35(15pl Matilda
j5 II Valentine II
jSlll Valentine IX
ISU122 Archer
ISU152 Bishop
7-266 Churchill III
QA IO Churchill S^BG bi
BA 32 laver
BA-64 Ctiurchill AVRE
7.70 Churchill Crocodile
GA2 AAA ChurchillARK
GAZ oO Ram Kangaroo
jaG - 12 Ch jrchiH Carpel '
GA2 67(6pl . Deacon
Katyusha on Studebaker Scorpion Flail
Katyusha on GAZ A9
M42 45mm AT ♦ crew A10
M41 57mm AT ♦ crew A13
M44 100mm AT ♦ crew Crusader II
M39 76 2 mm field gun CruSdderlll

' crew Cromwell
M31 37 122mmfieldgun Comet

♦ crew Challenger
M38 1 52mm nowitzer * Sherman Crab

cfew MkVIB
M31 203mm tracked Centurion Mk 1

howitze, • crew Churchill VII
Russian sland.ng amllery

crew separately (lUp)

Tetrarch

C hurchill Carpel La

A9
A10
A13
Crusader II
Crusader III
Cromwell

UNITED kingdom Waspflame-thrower
ACV Qorchester landing ci

Honey ACVAEC l5for60D
Grant Crusader AA Mk 1 USA
Sherman M4A1 Crusader AA Mk 2 Stuart
Sherman Firefly 2 pdr portee on Chevrolet ^/jsgtuart;
Matilda 6 pdr ♦ crew
Valentine II 2 pdr ♦ rrew
Valentine IX X-l-fidr * crew
Archer 25 pdr limber 4 crew
Bishop 5 5 in howitzer+,crew
Churchill III 7 2 in howitzer + crew
Churchill S^BG brjdge- Bofors 40mm ^ gun

6 pdr + crew
2 pdr ♦ rrew
J,7'pdr * crew
25 pdr limber 4 crew
5 5 in howitzer +;crew
7 2 in howitzer + crew

M2^Chatif

Spitfire IX (15pl
Hurricane II (15pl
Mosquito FB Vl(15p}
Typhoon IBf15pi
Horsa I50pl
Hamilcar (75p)
Wellington (75pl
Card cut-out

landing craft
15 for &d)

USA
M3 Stuart

ee
M18 Hellcat
M4A3 Sherman
M4A3e2
M4A3E8
M4A1 dozer
M10Morris 6 X 4 Bpfors tractor

Quad Tractor M26 Pershing
Matador tractor M7B1 priest
Scammei tractor Ml 2 1 55mm £
Bedford OL M3 half -track

M7B1 priest
M12 155mm S

yer icanadal 1 5cwl
Deacon

P
M3 half-track
J19 105mm GMC
M3 75mm GMC
Jeep(6p)
LVT Buffalo
Greyhound MB

MJ/bmmijivic

S

Chevrolet 1 5 cwt Jeep(6p)
Chevrolet 3 ton LVT Buffalo
Bedford OL with office Greyhound MB

body Studebaker 2'/? ton
Bedford OY 3 ton GS Sherman Calliope
Chevrolet PetrolTanker Weasel
Scammel Tank M4 High Speed Tra

Transporter (20p) Dodge Weapons C<
British kneeling ^ ^ ^ u /-.>a.^i .

artillerymen separately Studebaker Gasolii
(lOp)

British standulg White Scout Car
artillerymen separately ^ .(lopi 75mm Pack howitzer +

tudebaker 2'/? ton truc

105mm howitzer
+ crew

155mm Long Tom
♦ crew
M16SPAA
M20 Utility
M22 Locust
M4A3 + 76mm
155mm Howitzer Ml

,  + crew

M21 + 81mm mort^
American artillery crew

standing
separately (10i>)

P51D Mustang (15p)
P47D Thunderbolt (15pi
P40E Kittyhawk I15p)
C47 Dakota (75p)
ITALIAN
M13/40
Semovente 75
CV L6/40
Semovente 47/32
47/32 AT gun & criew
FiatG50Bis (15p)
Semovente 105
Fiat 626
CV3/35 tankette
MM/39

k Semorente M41 da 90
Sherman Calliope Autobiinda41
Weasel Lancia 3R0 + 90mm
M4 High Speed Tractor ui adv
Dodge Weapons Carrier juran 1
OUKW I"® 2
Sludebaker Gasoline

WhdeScoulCar

Panhard 178A/C
Samua 335

10 5 cm howitzer ♦ crew Panzer 38(tl on flat car
1 5 cm howitzer ♦ crew (30pl.
17 cf> howitzer ♦ crew Flat car foi
8 8 Flak 37 ♦ crew Panzerdra
7 5cm G36 mountain trolley

gun ♦ crew Straight tr
7 5cm infantry gun Curved ira
15cm inf gun ♦ crew USSR
Nebeiwerfer ♦ crew gj 2
Karl tracked mortar (30pl 734 /76B
German standing gun 734'/76D

crew separately dOp' 734/85
German kneeitng gun

crew separately iiQp) ^^^2
Rommel personality set KV85

(30pl.
Flat car for mine defence
Panzerdraisme rarl patrol

trolley
Straight track
Curved track

Russian^knaehnj sMiiierv ORDER: Goods are offered subject to availability. Please give
S7m®m AT on'k;'or/isor^ieis sotTie alternatives. Every effort will be made to fulfil first choices.
SU76 PAYIVIENT: Cheque, Inland postal order. International Money order
KomVorii^s Of oash; cheques should be made out to Heroics & Ros Figures.
Siaiineis We accept ACCESS, BARCLAYCARO, BANKAMERICAHO. EUROCARD,
p^ka'^^^v*i''i'6 ^'^^r CHARGEX and MASTERCHARGE. Just send your card number.
II 2 Siurmovik ii6pi Postage & Packing: UK; minimum 20p, 10% in £ up to £5, over £5: 40p only.
YakVnloi Europe 20%, Surface mail worldwide 20% of value of order.

Airmail USA & Canada 40%. Australia & New Zealand 50%
M,G3n5pi Telephone: 01-650 6517

Mail nrriar ArlHrPCS' We will be closed from 21st August to 8th September.P.0 Bo^ zTRectory Road, BECKENHAM. Kent
BR31 HA, England.HEROICS and ROS FIGURES

Mention WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER when replying to adverts,



SKYTREX LTD
The books we list here are good value. We have used most of them in
detail research for our model tank and ship ranges. The price of some may
seem high, but the volume of useful information given is more than worth
the price for any enthusiast.

Land Forces Reference Books NAVAL REFERENCE BOOKS
Renaissance Armies 1480-1650 £2.95 British Ships WW2 £4.95
German Tanks of WW2 £5.95 German Warships WW2 £2.95
German Armoured Cars WW2 £4.95 Italian Warships VWV2 £3.25

German Artillery WW2 £8.95 French Warships WW2 £2.95
German Halftracks WW2 £4.95 U S. Warships WW2 £4.50
British & U.S. Artillery of WW2 £11.95 Japanese Warships VWV2 £4.25
Tanks & Armoured Fighting Vehicles 1900-1945 £9.95 French Warships of VWVI £3.75

Panzer Colours Vol. 1 £4.95 Warships of the Imp. Japanese Navy 1869-1945 £12.95
Panzer Colours Vol. 2 £4.95 U .S. Battleships of WW2 £12.50

Military Vehicles of the World £3.95 British Battleships of WW2 £19.95
Armour Camouflage & Markings N. Africa 1943 £4.95 Soviet Warships WW2 £8.95
Handbook of the British Army 1942 £4.95 German Warships WW2 £6.50
Panzer! The Armoured Force of the Third Reich £4.95 Jane's Fighting Ships 1919 £12.60
Modern Armour £5.95 Jane's Fighting Ships 1944-5 £15.75
Modern Armoured Fighting Vehicles of the World £3.95 Combat Fleets of the World 1978-79 £19.95
German Order of Battle £4.95 Atlas of Naval Warfare

Modern Soviet Armour (A) £5.95 20008.C.-1980A.D. £10.95

Guide to the Modern Soviet Navy £13,95

Battle History of the Imp.

Japanese Navy 1941 -45 £13.95

U-S N, Camouflage £1.35

Battleships &
Battlecruisers 1905-70 (Breyer) £15.00

LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU AT THE MODEL
ENGINEER EXHIBmON

JANUARY lst-12th

STAND 91

AN APOLOGY

To our Naval customers - we regret that pressure on produc
tion has prevented planned expansion of our 1/3000th Naval
Ranges. Many new Master Models have been made and we

hope to release them early in 1980.

DAVCO WW2 RANGE 1/3000 Scale

BRITAIN

Hood

Renown

King George V
Pnnce of Wales

Rodney

Rafnillies

Barham

Malaya
Warspiie
Queen Elizabeth

Illustrious

Ark Royal

Glorious

Biter

Tracker

Cumberland

Berwick

Kent

Dorsetshire

Sussex

London

(as reconstructed)

Exeter

Belfast

Southampton
Arethusa

Dido

Scylla
Royalist
Coventry
Ajax
Sydney
Fiji
Uganda
Manxman

Emerald

Battle Cruiser (x2} 42 Destroyer 30p
1 Battlecruiser 40p ■P'Class (x2) 16 Destroyer 30p
1 Battlecruiser 40p SZ Classes (x2) 47 Destroyer 30p
4 Battleship 30p Lance Class (x2) 4 Destroyer (/\A) 30p
5 Battleship 40p 'L/M' Class (x2) 12 Destroyer 30p
2 Battleship 30p 'J/K/N'Class (x2) 24 Destroyer 30p
5 Battleship 30p Tribal Class (x2) 12 Destroyer 30p
1 Battleship 3ap 'G/H'Class (x2) 22 Destroyer 30p
1 Battleship 30p Town Class (x2) 48 Destroyer 30p
1 Battleship 30p •V & W Class Destroyer 30p
2 Battleship 30p Vanity (x2) 15 AA Destroyer Escort 30p
4 Aircraft Carrier 40p Hunt Type 1 (x2) 20 Destroyer Escort 30p

1 Aircraft Carrier 40p Hunt Type II (x2) 36 Destroyer Escort 30p
2 Aircraft Carrier 40p Hunt Type III (x2) 28 Destroyer Escort 30p
5 Escort Carrier 30p Flower Class (x2) 283 Corvette 30p

26 Escort Carrier 3Cp Captain Class (x2) 78 Frigate 30p
2 Heavy Cruiser 30p 73 ft MT.B (x3) M.T B 30p
2 Heavy Cruiser 30p ■r Class (x3) 53 Submarine 30p
3 Heavy Cruiser 30p GERMANY
2 Heavy Cruiser 30p Bismark 2 Battleship 40p
3 Heavy Cruiser 30p Scharnhorst 2 Battlecruiser 40p

Graf Zeppelin 2 Aircraft Carrier 40p
1 Heavy Cruiser 30p Lutzow 2 Pocket Battleship 30p
2 Heavy Cruiser 30p Graf Spee 1 Pocket Battleship 30p
2 Light Cruiser 30p Nurnberg 1 Light Cruiser 25p
5 Light Cruiser 30p Koln 3 Light Cruiser 25p
4 Light Cruiser 25p Hipper 2 Heavy Cruiser 30p
9 Light Cruiser 25p Prinz Eugen 3 Heavy Cruiser 30p
2 Light Cruiser 25p Mass Class 16 Destroyer 30p
5 Light Cruiser 25p Z23(x2)(Nan/ik) 6 Destroyer 30p
5 AA Cruiser 25p Z241x2) (Narvik) 6 Destroyer 30p
5 Light Cruiser 25p T22 (x2) 15 Torpedo Boat 30p
3 Light Cruiser 25p St8(x3) 30 E Boat 30p
8 Light Cruiser 30p Type VII C(x3) 980 U Boat 30p
3 Light Cruiser 30p TTypelX(x3) 206 U Boat sop
6 Cruiser Minelayer 25p Type XXI (x3) 1500 U Boat 30p
2 Light Cruiser 25p Al'tmark 4 Tanker/Supply Ship1  30p

Mail Order address;
28 BROOK STREET

WYMESWOLD
LEICESTERSHIRE

Barclaycard & AccessWelcome
Telephone Orders & Enquiries

Loughborough 213789

POSTAGE & PACKING
UK, BFPO: 10% of order value
(minimum lOp, maximum £11

OVERSEAS COUNTRIES:

30% of order value (minimum 50p)

E.E.C. COUNTRIES:

20% of order value (minimum 20p)
Goods will be despatched by the fastest
method within the money allowed post
age.

Our Wargame Starter Packs also make excellent
Xmas Gifts. All packs contain rules, dice,
models and advice to start wargaming in a par
ticular period, thus forming a good introduction
into an interesting and absorbing hobby.

PACK 1
WW2 Armour Warfare

contains 1/300th Microtanks
£3.95

PACK 2
WW2 Skirmish Action

contains 1/200th models and
infantry
£4.95

PACK 3
Napoleonic Warfare

contains 15mm Infantry
cavain/ and guns

£4.95

PACK 4
VWVI Naval Warfare

contains 1/300th scale
warships

£3.95

PACK 5
W\N2 Air Combat

contains 1/300th Aircraft
£3.95 I

PACK 6
VWVI Air Combat

contains WW1 Aircraft
£3.95

Trade Enquiries Welcome
for most of the products
we stock and advertise:

Davco 1/300th Microtanks
Davco 1/200th Action 200

Davco 1/3000th Ships
Wargames Research Group Rules

Skytrex Rules
Heritage 15mm Figures

Heritage Acrylic Model Paints
Heritage Lord of the Rings Range

Heritage Gametime Games

Mention VARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER when replying to adverts.



WARGAMERS "Ff■b-y'-NEWSLETTER
Editor: Donald Featherstone

EDITORIAL
I imagine that to all of you this issue of fw j ^ I I I » ^

WAIIGAMER*S NEWSLETTER looks exactly like any i . U
other that has appeared since March 197'^, and
indeed you are right so far as actual appear- y T - j?
ance is concerned. However, it is prohahly the "■ ~ —
most important issue of Vargamer's Newsletter ik .' 0^- 4ifc
that has appeared since the very first isuue inl| iTTS 'MApril 1962 - 213 copies ago. From that date, f ' ' jSj
for 12 years until February 197^1, the magazine iti m. !l"y.ji
was edited and published personally by myself - j
and for most of those years also duplicated by ■'
me here in this house. Then, in the early days 'zr^'^-bsJZ' |^"
of 197''t, my friend Roy Belmont-Maitland of " JjKM 'jiB
Tradition agreed to take a great burden off my * .»
shoulders by publishing, dispatching and ' *Mp<1 I f
generally handling all the correspondence in M ■ J' '
connection with the magazine, leaving me solely
to do the editorial work. At that time we ^ m T *
hoped to go into colour and to have a high - ■ ■■
quality format magazine which could proudly take its place on the bookstalls, but the economic
climate and lack of confidence I suppose prevented this ambitious project from ever taking off. So,
we soldiered on with the same style and format of magazine - it being a belief of mine that people
like to see things in a familiar shape and guise so that they know where they are, where to look and
what to expect. I am quite prepared to admit that this is challengeable as, in this day and age, it
is the trendy packaging that sells the goods.

I would like to take this opportunity of thanking Roy Belmont-Maitland, that genial entrepreneur
of Tradition, for his confidence, friendship and support over the past five years - he has consistently
kept his word and carried out everything he has promised to do — all without making much, if any,
money out of it.

During the last twelve months or so, it has become increasingly apparent that publishing a home
spun magazine like Wargamer's Newsletter is quite an incongruous project for an organisation like
Tradition, that world-famous military antique shop situated in one of the \plushiest areas of London.
In fact, it is not unreasonable to say that the situation has more or less arisen where Tradition
were no longer prepared to carry on and, unless alternative arrangements were made, Wargamer's
Newsletter would cease production altogether.

Having been present at the birth-pains of this magazine, seen it through its childhood until it
is now nearly 18 years old, I was very disinclined to see it fold up, yet to take it back under my
wing and do all the chores single-handed as I used to when 1 was younger, less busy and more enthus
iastic, was beyond consideration. However, 1 have been fortunate in securing aid from Peter Sheath
of Deslith (Print and Design) Limited, who have printed this magazine for the past five years, and we
have come to an arrangement where I continue doing the editing whilst Peter's organisation handles
subscriptions and despatches the magazine. More than that, I appear to have imbued Peter with some
of my own confidence in the need for a first-class wargaming magazine and we have plans for completely
altering the appearance of Wargamer's Newsletter, turning it into a tabloid similar in size and
appearance to the Daily Express. Then, we hope to come to some arrangement with wholesalers so that
it can appear for sale on bookstalls. Wargamer's Newsletter has always had a hardcore of faithful
and loyal enthusiasts, but has invariably suffered through the vast majority of the wargaming popula
tion being unaware of its existence. If people see it displayed on sale then we hope it will become
more popular and, if more copies sell, then we can produce a better and larger magazine - so that
everybody gains.

There is undoubtedly a need for a magazine dealing with nothing but wargaming - I am sure no one
will deny that, as indicated by the situation currently plaguing the magazine Military Modelling where
the modellers resent the space given to wargamers, who resent valuable pages taken up by modelling.
All that 1 ask is that you continue your support, try and arouse the interest of your friends. Send
in your articles, notes, letters and any snippets worthy of publication - it is your magazine written
by you and, like Life we all get as much out of it as we put into it.

DON FEATHERSTONE

SUBSCRIPTION RATES; 'lOp per copy plus 12p postage - £6.25p for 12 issues.
Overseas - £6.75p. (U.S.A. and Canada 016.50) - this includes Bank Handling

charges for non-sterling areas.

Editorial Office: Donald Featherstone, 69 Hill Lane, Southampton, SOl 5AD, Hants, UiK.

ADVERTISING RATES: Full Page - £20.00p.
Half Page - £11.00p.
Quarter Page - £6.00p.
Eighth Page - £4.00p.

SUBSCRIPTION AND ENQUIRIES:

Deslith (Print & Design) Ltd.,
30 Queens Terrace,
Southampton, England.
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WARGAMING THE BOER WAR

Don Featherstone

The recent trip of the Wessex Military
Society to South Africa, where we saw many of
the major fields of the First and Second Boer
Wars, besides most of the battlefields of the
Zulu War, has inspired a great enthusiasm for
wargaming one of the few conflicts of the
Victorian era where British troops encountered
white opponents. The natural ability of those
foes allied to their life-long experience on
the terrain and their chameleon-like ability to
adapt themselves to it, made them an enemy of
truly formidable proportions. Thus it is re
corded that during the course of the war about
a quarter of a million British troops were used
to subdue the Boer-S who were never able to put
more than 40,000 men in the field at any one
time. Nevertheless, they gave commanders and
men steeped in an aura of relatively easy
Colonial victories, an extremely bad time; how
ever, with British Victorian ingenuity, these
lessons were learned and turned into advantages
without which we might well have lost World War
One in its first few weeks.

>1 t '

The Boer War was not a conflict of massed battalions, of mighty columns, corps and divisions
manoeuvring over vast battlefields - repeatedly unconvincingly simulated by the average wargamer.
Rather, the Boer War (or as they prefer to eall it the Second War for Independence) was a relatively
small-scale affair Wh ere limited numbers of highly mobile Boers . snsecl first-class marksmanship
and good use of imported artillery sited in the most natural defensive positions, itook on
forces in far greater numbers, i ., commanded and manoeuvred in a manner that played into the enemy's
hands.

With the price of model soldiers increasing rapidly, a strong point in favour of building armies
for any period is to choose an era where the numbers involved were relatively low, and they don't
come much better than the Boer War so far as this is concerned. Here in Southampton, I have built-up
a Boer Army consisting of about 180 Foot figures and just over 100 mounted men. At no time do the
two ever take to the field together, all Boer movements are done on horseback, naturally covering
greater areas of the wargames table and/or the campaign map, with the horseman dismounting and acting
as • first-class light infantryman from the cover of rock schantzes (sangars made of rocks, usually
ironstone which abounds in the area) amid the small but commanding kopjes which dot the South African
landscape. My British Colonial force has been in existence for many years, fighting valiantly at
varying times against North-West Frontier tribesmen. Dervishes and Fuzzy-Wuzzies, Zulus, and other
native opponents, sometimes fancifully backed by Russians who, in the Victorian period as now, seemed
to be the most threatening nation. To take on my Boer force, which is also armed with two or three
Creusot field-guns and half-a-dozen 1 pdr Pom-poms, the British have two or three batteries of field
artillery, plus a 4.7 naval gun and crew landed from HMS Terrible; together with Maxim machine-guns.
We usually endeavour to give the British, who always seem to be the unfortunates who attack, a
superiority of about 3:2, plus two or three squadrons of cavalry, usually lancers.

If "he rulec and conditions controlling a wargame take into account the contrast between the two
sides.& make allowances for their strengths and weaknesses, then what follows should be a reasonably
authentic simulation of the battle we are attempting to reconstruct. Thus, the following factors must
be considered and steps taken to ensure that they have the desired effect upon the conduct of the
game.

THE BOERS: Superior marksmen who did not relish hand-to-hand fighting against bayonets. They were
more mobile and were superior in their use of deployment and cover. They seemed to be able to drag
their field-guns anywhere and to site them in well-concealed positions; because they were • the most
modern artillery (superior to that used by the British) they did not reveal their position by any
smoke or other telltale signs. Their Pom-poms were most effective both from a firepower and morale
viewpoint, the British soldier had a distinet distaste for the whip—crack of these little 1 pdr shells
as they arrived in rapid succession among the fairly close—ranks in which he fought. Our system of
play allows Boer horses to be kept near the firing-line (assumed and accepted by all wargamers in the
game to be out of sight); readily available so that when a Boer burgher decides to move, the distance
is measured from his position to the horse; if within a normal move-distance then the burgher can
mount and ride off without taking anything from their move-distance. It is the practice in our
Southampton wargaming circles to use distance as time — thus if a man has an 8" move and wishes to
mount or dismount a horse, it may take him an inch or two inches off his move to do so. Boers can
fire from horseback, either moving or stationary, but with prescribed penalties that usually result
in causing less casualties.

Boers may set up ambushes when a number of men are taken from the table and kept on one side -
their chosen ambush position must be one large enough to give cover to the number of men supposed to
be hidden, who are revealed when (a) they are seen or (b) the ambush is sprung, which may be at any
time the ambusher desires. To discover an ambush, a force riding into an area considered suspicious,



throw a pair of percentage dice each move and have a 25 percent chance of seeing the hidden men I
they are fortunate enough to do this then the men who have heen seen are placed in position and both
sides carry on in the chosen manner. When Boers (or British cavalry) dismount to engage in a fir -
fight or fight on foot, they are not required to leave any men to hold their horses - thus a m
fight.

THE BRITISH: Although tardily learning that deployment was essential through the hard experience of
taking heavy losses, the British tended to fight in much tighter formations than the Boers. Some
commanders (such as General Hart at Colenso) insisted on men advancing in close order column so
as to maintain cohesion and improve morale: Not unnaturally, strangers in a strange land, the
British were less mobile and were more tied to transport for food, ammunition and otner necessities
of life. Lacking the lifelong skill in marksmanship enjoyed by the Boers, and as British policy
believed that to allow the men to fight independently was to waste ammunition, the British infan ry
fired in volleys on the orders of their officers. Not surprisingly, the Boers had a marked aversion
to the British bayonet and, as the corporal was want to assert in "Dad's Army "they did not like it
stuck up them". Therefore, it is unlikely that the Boers will stay to melee with hayonet-armed troops,
nor were they any more keen on British cavalry, particularly when armed with lances - the memories
Elandslaagte rankled in Boer minds throughout the entire war. British artillery, although far more
numerous, was much less mobile than that of the enemy; it was employed in batteries and sited m the
open without concern for cover (as at Colenso when 12 guns were lost). This meant that the gunners
were ideal targets for Boer marksmen who could hit them at a thousand yards range. Also, it was said
that British guns tended to produce slight haze above their muzzles when they fired, thus revealing
their position to the keen-eyed Boers. Despite being Regulars, well-trained and disciplined, the
Brit:'ih soldier had been weaned on victories against native opponents whose fire-power was but a
fraction of that employed by the British against them. For this reason, the almost uncanny marksman
ship of the Boers, together with their well hidden artillery and their noisy aggravating little Pom
poms, played havoc with British morale - so that it is a shaking fact that on numerous occasions (as
on Tchengeula Hill outside Ladysmith) British troops in numbers rose to their feet and surrendered
after their casualties had gone beyond what they considered acceptable levels.

The more obvious aspects of features peculiar to both British and Boers can obviously be handled
within the context of the rules but, as done in the case of the Boers above, certain aspects of the
British style of fi^htin^i: should he ohserved. For instance the British cannot move an^ fire - they
fire in volleys and can only do so in groups, exposing themselves to retaliatory fire as they do so.
British infantry battalions are divided into four companies which may operate separately, thus allow
ing one to advance while covered by the fire of another. British cavalry, being more formal than the
enemy, take one inch off move-distances to mount or dismount; they may dismount and fight on foot with
carbines, but are not able to fire from horseback. British artillery operate in batteries of two
guns, pJaced alongside each other, usually in the open.

General aspects applicable to both sides:- All guns including Pom-poms take one inch to limber
or unlimber.

When a target group is pinned down and cannot return fire, place a counter beside the group to
indicate this fact. Men may lay down and cannot be hit, but neither can they fire - some sort of
symbol should be placed alongside them to indicate this fact.

An afternoon spent with an expeiienced local historian as guide on the battlefield of Elandslaagte
convinced us that here was a most suitable battle to be reconstructed on the table-top, and indeed is
scheduled for simulation in Southampton in the near future. However, quite the most evocative and
emotional - even after between 80 and 100 years - were the two British defeats on the top of Majuba
Hill during the first Boer War of 1881, and the almost identical type of battle which took place in
1899 on top of Spion Kop. At a considerable expenditure of energy, both these mountains were climbed
and in-depth studies made of them over a period of some hours. Both lay empty and desolate beneath
the warm South African sun, marked only by white headstones and memorials - yet both are pervaded
with a brooding aura which inevitably affects whoever reaches their summits. With hindsight, we know
that each could have been avoided and numerous lives saved - including in both cases the British
commanding general - both were won by the British yet seized from them at the last minute by sheer
dogged perseverance by the Boers, led by shrewd natural commanders who did not know the meaning of
the word defeat. Handicapped by hidebound customs and led by commanders who, like the majority of
Victorian generals, were undoubtedly extremely brave but not particularly intelligentnor possessing
of any great degree of tactical awareness, the British soldier fought to the end as he always did o
try and pull the fat out of the fire. However, it was even too much for him and again we find at
Maiuba Hill the ignominious knowledge that British soldiers panibked>-and ran in rout from the enemy.
This means that the Colonial rules one usually uses when wargaming, which rarely if ever include any
factor which allows British to be routed, must be rapidly overhauled to make this eventuality poss
ible. Equally so, the Boers were capable of being routed and in this, the last of the Gentlemen s
Wars, both sides displayed a marked reluctance to fight to the death and would surrender or run i
things seemed to be getting too hot. This is not unknown amongst relatively untrained although no
less courageous soldiers, it happened frequently in the American Civil War, but it was not the thing
that one expected in those days from the British Regular soldier.

Imbued with memories of almost reverent pilgrimages to the tops of Majuba and Spion Kop, we of
the Wessex Military Society returned to Southampton inspired with the idea of reproducing an action
of this type on a table-top battlefield. Our simulation - BATTLE AROUND TUGELA HEIGHTS, 1899 - un
rolled realistically and satisfactorily on a table 8 feet by 5 feet where the actual battle area is
that within the oblone. When carrying-out preliminarv map-moves, the whole area of the map was con

sidered visible, allowing for areas hidden behind hills.
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These GAME-CONDITIONS applied:-

AII map (off-taDIe) movement will be made at rate of f" on map = 12" on tabls, in accoiciancc
with specified move distances for various arms; Boer infantry will move J" on mai); Bi'itisli infantrv
A tt
8  •

All off-table (map) movement will be charted on map and on a movement-chart, so that time (No.
of game-move) of arrival on table is known.

Any force coming on table who might immediately come into action must announce on the previous
move that they are on base-line. Thus, a force due to come onto table on Move 9 will announce at
Move 8 that they are on base-line and will be coming on next move.

Any force surprised by enemy coming onto table in their vicinity - taking last paragraph into
consideration - will occupy the first half of the move on which the enemy arrive issuing orders and
getting over their surprise. Thus, in example above, such a force can have i-move on GM No.9.

When map-moves mean that two off-table forces contact each other during some stage of their
journey, a reasonable and mutually-agreeable solution will be implemented.

Numbers scale = 1 man on table represents 10 men in real life.

Respective situations at start of game were as per map.

BRITISH;

Strength: Naval Bde (with k Maxim guns and 4.7 Land-mounted Naval gun sited at Point X on Buller's
Knoll)

5 Bns Infantry
3 Sqns Cavalry
2 Field guns.

Objective: At start of battle British may be anywhere on or off map on line extending from Buller's
Knoll, westwards through Gatacre's Hill, Methuen Kopje, to Roberts Hill or thereabouts in those areas.

They will attempt to force the pass .between Kruger's Kopje and Viljoen Kopje, taking and holding
those hills and Smit's Kopje en route.

The Naval Bde, with four Maxim machine guns, will ascend Umtana Kopje by South Eastern rouxe,
which takes 4 game moves, (6 game moves for field guns).

If resistance is encountered you may heliograph for reinforcements, when the Highland Bde with
mountain guns (2) will come up, via S.E. route.

If further assistance is required, the 1st Infantry Bde (Devons and Dorsets) will be sent up,
via S.E. route.



No reinforcements will leave camp until those moving up before them have reached summit.

Enemy numbers and whereabouts not fully known, except that their laagers are scattered around
North, North Western and Southern sides of kopje. It is not known by which routes they will ascend
kopje if intending to attack and drive us off. Our objective is to take and hold summit so as to
have a commanding position that will prevent enemy movement around base of mountain.

BOERS;

Force is 2,500 men (all mounted) who fight on foot except for necessary movement from one part
of map and table to another. They may fire from horseback if desired. Horses need not be actually
in position on table but Boers are able to mount and move off when required - costs one third game-
move to allow for mounts being hidden away from wherever riders are positioned.

Boers also have 2 Creusot field guns, and 5 Pom-poms.

At commencement of battle, Boers may be positioned anywhere (on or off map) NORTH of dotted line.

Boer Objective:

Buller's Knoll.

To silence or capture Naval 4.7 gun firing upon them from marked point* on

Have a small force of 50 men on top of Umtana Kopje (situated where desired). Spread out around
the base of the hill, in laagers, are the rest of De Wet's force of about 1,700 burghers, with two
Creusot guns and 3 Pom-poms.

When firing breaks out from top of kopje, the Boers begin ascending hill by three different
routes - ef.ther North; N/E; N/W; South; S/W, West (three will be nominated and forces chosen numer
ically and with guns). While they are ascending, the 'Boers' will NOT be present in the room, as the
British on top of the mountain will be moving also and their movements should not be known to you.
Once first burghers arrive on crest, then Boers may be present in room for the remainder of battle,
as messengers are considered sent to meet those climbing by slower routes, to tell them situation.

British strength is not known, nor is it known by which routes they will climb mountain. Their
intention is to take and hold summit so denying Boers free movement around it - thus they must be
driven off.

*  There is an intriguing twist in the matter of Boer routes up the mountain - the three respective
routes and the forces scaling them must be named BEFORE the battle begins. Thus, say the Boers choose
routes South-West; North; and North-West - having named the routes and listed the forces (with guns)
that are to ascend each route, a slip of folded paper bearing details of the climb is handed to the
Boer commanding the party ascending via the South-West route. He reads:- South Western route. Not
too difficult and horses may be ridden half way up; " i it takes 4 game-moves to ascend to summit.
Pom-poms can get up here at half speed (8 gms) but if you are trying to bring Creusot guns up here
they will take 12 moves.

The wargamer taking up the Northern party is given a folded slip with the bottom half sealed, it
jpeads:— North route. This is hardest route but one — and will take you 9 game—moves to reach top.
At conclusion oi 3th game-move, open bottom of this note. If you are trying to get guns up here then
you will find they can go no further and will have to go down again, taking 5 game-moves before be
ginning to ascend by another route.

The North-Western party find details more to their liking:- North-Western route. This is the
easiest route of all, and you can ride horses halfway up. _Ll',cr Itv.takes 2 game—moves to reach
crest. Guns may be brought up here at half speed. (4 gms).

Had the Boers chosen the Western and North-Eastern routes, they would have discovered them to be
as follows:- Western route. Fairly tough - will take 7 game-moves to reach top. At end of 4th move
open bottom of this note. "If you are trying to get guns up by this route you now find it is impossible
and they will have to go down again, taking 4 moves before trying to get up by another route." North-
Eastern route. This is the toughest route of all and will take you 10 game—moves to reach crest. At
end of 5th game-move, open bottom of this note. "If you are trying to get guns up here then you will
find they can go no further and will have to go down again, taking 5 game—moves before beginning to
ascend by another route."

To keep an adequate check on troop movements, times of arrival on table, etc., it is necessary
to keep Movement Charts - those for both sides reveal the interesting course of the action.

Game Move

No.

BRITISH

Events

Naval Bde reach summit.
Move.

Move. Received fire.
Move.

Move

Move

Move. Enemy sighted on Southern Ridge.

BOERS

Events

British advance.
Boer patrol fire.

NW party arrive on summit.
S  " " " "

VARGAME RULES by Don Featherstone. 40p per set or £3.00p for 9 sets, including postage. Ancient
(IOOOBC-9OOAD); Medieval; Pike and Shot; 18th Century; Napoleonic; American Civil Var; 1880 including
Colonial Wars; 1917 (Colonial); Normandy. VARGAMES TERRAIN ILLUSTRATED 55p.

Continued on p.l



TALKING WARGAMING
At Leuctra in 371 BC Epaminondas of Thebes

successfully revolutionised time honoured battle
tactics. Realising that the best troops were
always placed on the right of the phalanx which
always tended to bear in that direction because
each man carried his shield on his left arm and

essentially brought his unprotected rightside
under the shield of his righthand comrade, caus
ing an oblique movement which usually resulted
in the right wing of each phalanx simultaneously
out-flanking the enemy left wing, and in the con
fused melee when the victorious right wings would
have attacked each other. Epaminondas stationed
his best fighting division, the Theban Sacred
Band on the left, strengthening its thrusting
power by forming a column 50 ranks deep that
could not be resisted by the 12 deep Spartan
phalanx that was eventually shattered. Known as
the Oblique Order, this defeat shocked Sparta
and the major Greek world and was successfully
practiced nearly 2000 years later by Frederick
the Great of Prussia.

ooOoo

ANSWER TO PROBLEM OF MONTH - WARGAMES TABLES by
Phil Nickson:

What is the optimum size for a permanent wargames table?

Lucky man, obviously a spare room. But why a permanent wargames table? If one is able to clear
the floor you can then use that natural surface for the odd big battle, or for aerial wargaming. But
if neither of these take your fancy then make the table about six feet wide - then you can reach the
centre easily. Next the length, don't make it twenty feet (which might be realistic for some Seven
Years War battles) because your troops will split up, and several games will proceed. Don't make the
table five feet long, there will hardly be space for more than a brigade in line. Try making it al
most 8-10 feet long. This makes for an adequate table. Attach collapsible flaps if one desires,
which can extend the area of the table. Unfortunately I find an 8' by 6' table too big for naval war-
games - mind you I am still skirmishing, no Copenhagens or Trafalgars yet. But that problem does not
arise if you do not play naval wargames.

Which is preferable:-

8' X 5'- - Good size for most wargames battles on land; will accommodate up to 400 figures per side.

6' X 6' - Small table, but good for Renaissance tercio type tactics or similar. Also more than
adequate for small battles and naval engagements.

10' X 4' - Good for linear tactics, but expect about three wargames within the one. Makes a good
table for a flanking action against enemy on march or a rearguard action against
pursuing enemy.

But if you do not want a permanent table, scrounge a couple of pasting tables (or buy them at
about £5 apiece). Each table is 2' x 6' (roughly) by placing sheets ofiraidboard over them all sorts
of shapes and sizes may be achieved. Of course the affluent wargamer may buy six such tables, and
have a completely mobile battlefield! Naval wargames can usually be fought on any kitchen table by
carefully removing all of the domestic type debris. And aerial wargames can quite literally utilise
the whole expanse of the house - try not to shoot down the budgie!

ooOoo

At least 150 foot-pounds of kinetic-energy are required to inflict relatively serious injury to
the human frame. An armoured war-horse and rider, charging at estimated maximum charge-speed of 15 mph

would possess nearly two million foot-pounds of kinetic energy at the moment of impact. Or, add
to the known injury-potential of a modern light car trundling at the same speed into a queue of pedes
trians, all the hate and belligerence of a weapon-wielding warrior and a savage war-horse.

ooGoo

HINT OF THE MONTH;

In cellars and cupboards most households have large tins containing small quantities of vari
coloured emulsion paint not fully used when decorating. This paint gives a beautiful matte finish
and comes in a wonderful variety of colours. By filling a number of small bottles and containers, a
cheap and very effective paint for wargames figures is obtained. Spray them finally with matte
varnish to seal.

ooOoo

"During the last half of the 3rd century BC the Roman Legion probably achieved its highest develop
ment and greatest competency."



NEW SETS OF RULES - FROM THE BIGGEST TO THE SMALLEST

From Mike Waller of Old Bridewell, 211 High Street, Oldland Common, Bristol BS15 6QN, Avon, I
have received a nicely hound and compiled booklet "MODEL WARFARE 1939~1970 5kmm Scale". In an
accompanying letter Mike's says — "Over the years 1 have had the opportunity to wargame in different
parts of the country in various settings and in a number of periods and scales. I feel that the main
enjoyment has stemmed from the realisation that it is a game and best played by people who are willing
to adopt a give and take attitude. In this respect your lively Editorials have provided a source of
inspiration. Over the last couple of years since moving to Bristol I have met up with a small gfoup
who share my enthusiasm for skirmish wargaming. We have used your book and the rules provided by
Skirmish Wargames for specific periods. We became aware of certain gaps in the rules for the modern
period and began to expand and develop the existing ideas culminating in the enclosed set of rules.
Initially they were intended purely for our own use but other people have shown interest in them so
we are hoping to produce more copies. Obviously we would have to make a charge for this to cover the
costs. I hope that you will accept that our intention is purely to further the cause of wargaming
and in no way detract from your own work, which has provided inspiration to so many wargamers. Perhaps
we can send you some battle reports of our games using these rules which have been very interesting and
exciting affairs?" (Yes, please!) I have carefully read through these rules although not play-tested
them and they would seem to be comprehensive in the style of rules by Skirmish Wargames but it would
seem that the best description of them is contained in their Preface - "Having played a number of
'skirmish' wargames, we were astonished to find little in the way of rules covering 'Modern Warfare".
We were equally astonished when we considered the vast numbers of figures and fighting vehicles pro
duced by the large model companies i.e. AIRFIX, MATCHBOX, MONAGRAM and TANYA. It was with this in
mind, that we set about examining the possibilities of drawing up these rules. We decided to concen
trate on platoon fighting levels, but at the same time leave plenty of scope for people to expand if
they had the facilities. We felt most people, living in modern accommodation, would have a problem
with space. Therefore, a table 7' x 4' was erected to play out all our testing games. Any problem
of weapon ranges was soon overcome when we decided to use the British Lee Enfield rifle as our
"measuring stick" and gradually added in all the other infantry and infantry support weapons foi most
of the nations at war during this period. Tiiere are no maximum ranges given to the weapons because we
felt working on a confined rpece, such a a table-top, tney would not come under cuestion. Tneie are
many weapons missing from our lists but we are sure that those wishing to expand them could do so with
out difficulty. Fighting vehicles, in this scale, would be a problem if not used sensibly, therefore,
we have generalised tne information so limited action can take place with them. As the majority of
models end figures seem to be in the l/32 1/35 range, we felt 54mm and an inches scale for movement
would lend itself well." Then from tlrat enthusiastic bunch the CHESTNUT LODGE WARGAMES GROUP have
come a set of "Advanced Wargames Rules" ARMY LEVEL ACTIONS 1813. These rules are intended for use
with Heroic 1:300 scale figures, being designed to produce a large-scale action which accurately de
picts the methods and style of fighting in existence during the later stages of the Napoleonic Wars.
I have not play-tested these rules but read through them and note that they seem to be a fairly normal
sort of conaitions for controlling a table-top wargame. In this connection, whilst 1 accept that tlris
Chestnut Lodge Wargames Group are an experienced bunch and that the rules have been produced as a
result of their experience, research and ideas, 1 am not at all sure from my own experiences with
these very small scale figures that it is not best to make the game something between a wargame with
miniatures and a board wargame. To do this one has to work on a group rather than on an. individual
basis by having losses mount up and progressively affect units in their ability to manoeuvre until,
losses become so high for the units to withdraw from the battle. This is rather than having varied
numbers of casualties in accordance with tables etc. Howevery^I have sufficient respect for the
Chestnut Lodge Wargames Group to feel that these rules are worthy of use by others than themselves
and would suggest that anyone interested should send a S.A.E. to the Chestnut Lodge Wargames Group,
48 Palace Road, London SW2.

A WARGAMER'S DIARY

"Housecarle"

"Armageddon" at Reading in October was crowded and fascinating. One's initial reaction on enter
ing such a convention is to hurtle around at top speed in case one is missing anything. After a while,
when a general idea of what is on show has been obtained, one seeks out the items of particular inter
est. I chatted briefly to Peter Gilder, whose skill in painting wargames figures has delighted many
people, before he was ushered away to judge the painting competitions, then listened to an entertain
ing and well set-up demonstration of the Battle of Isandhlwana, delivered in rich and very enthusiastic
Cockney tones by a member of the Marshalate Group, whose efforts won them a prize.

Meanwhile, "Housecarle"'s wife and small daughter had become vastly intrigued by a 54mm Skirmish
wargame featuring Wild West and Mexican figures in a realistic landscape galloping and shooting and
generally carrying on in a manner which, I am reliably assured, was a very good advertisement indeed
for wargaming. Undoubtedly a wargame at skirmish level is better fare for the average onlooker than
a slow-moving battle involving innumerable troops. I moved across to where Ral Partha's advertised
Vikings had either sold out or never been in. Never mind, here was that unusual figure, a mounted
housecarle with a long spear at the level and a well-detailed kite shield. At 45p I could not afford
a troop but bought him as a general figure, only to learn he was catalogued as a "Scuzbek Heavy
Cavalryman"!

25mm infantry at 17p a figure came as a shock - fortunately from that point of view the Minifigs
Dark Ages range was still not on sale. I wandered past Phil Barker, who was wearing his Erik Bloodaxe
T-shirt, perhaps to dissuade people from bombarding him \.ith questions like "Why are housecarles
irregular?", and recalled an earlier occasion when, a total newcomer to the hobby, I blithely compared
Ian Heath's immaculate artwork to the somewhat rougher illustrations of a particular book I was choos
ing not to buy. The book was by Phil Barker, as were the illustrations, and the man wlio had to listen
to my scathing comparisons was also Phil Barker, since when I have sliaved off my beard and hope he
does not recognize me.



Alas among the wargames in progress no houseearle or fyrdman trod the green haize, so I watched
a Norman armv Which painted up in a garish splash of pinks, oranges, and pale, blues, was thus not
SnS^sSy iSsing trs^me sLsanidf. I caLot somehow imagine the Conqueror countenancxng pxnk
helmets. The troops, their general assured me, had been lent to him for the occasion.

The painting competitions seemed a little disappointing. It is, I suppose
superhlvpainted figure to do the rounds of whichever conventions the owner contrives to attend and
^nevitaLrwin the SriL. Certainly it was a case of the Samurai warrior first and the rest a long
way behind. I pitied the Button Hoo Warrior for his Romanesque lack of trousers - the wind whips
the Suffolk marshes in an English winter!

Well-run conventions are meat and drink to the enthusiast, and "Armageddon" was no exception,
well worth the Sunday afternoon drive out to Beading.

My apologies to those who suspect me of time-travelling tendencies: we did of
visit to Lsworth on the kgkth anniversary and not the kgth; and to those readers especially, I imagine
D R Williams who would not recognize from the grounds of Hereford Cathedral my description of the

and called it a day at afternoon playtime having lost our left wing in the marsh and our righ g
somewhere in Surrey. Stalham High School was never like this.

ttomecast figures and the law

Stephen Kingston (of Australia)

A new topic; home casting and reaction^of'^hoth°wargamers and commercial
August moulds for wargame "S^res, and has awaited the reacti^ "ouldras a step towards the re
producers. A previous edition f ̂Newsletter P „ho try to
Lrgence of home casting. The editorial was not so out jiirating of
cast their own figures from their o™ mould , likes to see crude copies of recognised
commercial castings is detrimental to eople however, have sufficient skill to create their
figures parading on the ^^^fame table. p P modify commercial castings and use

kS « »„ th. quLtL„ of copynght a»d the proble.e that could
arise for wargamers who try to manufacture their own figures.

,uestlo„ 10, ho. far .ay co-.rol.l c^stLS'®"
authors have stated that their early armi P j ̂gg^ Neville Dickinson said "....I object
could he found. This practice is ^ro^ed upon now «^J;^Neville Dick^^
most strongly to people who take one he ^ouid act against any such pirates under
benefit." (Battle, March 1977). He goes on to say ^^at he wouiQ ac g wargamers. What is
the ^opytUhtAct Bl. reaeoh. tor this are ohvfo„ «^
less clear is how complete copyright cover is copvrieht. I have yet to read of any manu-
that remind the home casting a^acts I consider that such an article would be of
facturer explaining how copyright affects hi P ^ot produce such an article,
use to all who cast their o^ Iell^s liotier reader knows about copyright and could write the
S;cle."irioSrhe".eSu; «";pres27ative. of .arga.e figure ..uufacturer. could ccutrrhutc to
the topic by explaining how copyright affects their wares.

1 .ould he .ost ihtcre.ted In ho. co.pletc »= -'leL
linov that to copy a casting exactly " J* included in a figure created hy a home casting
sure of is how much of a commercial casting ™ ̂  AIRPIX fieures into either modified or com-
wargamer. 1 am thinking chiefly of the gtLr Airfix figures, the use of a
pletely different figures. ^..gLgine Does such activity contravene the Copyright

irirLifidfrfd'a^leg^tJfate^SractrcrJ^r^ro^e farting, I hope ̂ o see this question covered
in a future issue of the Newsletter.
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AMATEUR OR PROFESSIONAL

15
On page 29 of Wargamer's Newsletter number 211 for October 1979 I reviewed various publications

sent me by the Napoleonic Association, in the 'course of this review I expressed my long-standing
distrust of amateur authorities in the military historical world, arising from misconceived
enthusiasms & inability to truly assess through lack of professional training, military background
and general experience. I suppose not unnaturally this has aroused great indignation from the
hierarchy of this Association who have leapt into print to justify their existence as amateur
military historians. I am sorry to state that none of their arguments have caused me to change my
views, although I will qualify and condition them in explanation of my stand.

In many ways their lengthy justifications (printed further on) harden my attitude. It is this
very intensity about the amateur military historian that frightens me. Undoubtedly they devote a
great deal of time to assiduously researching but with respect it could be pointed out that the in
habitants of mental homes equally assiduously beaver away on projects without any recognisably com
prehensible end result. I do not doubt the researches of amateur historians which result in long and
detailed descriptions of uniforms, equipment and weapons are probably helpful and accurate - anyone
can copy and collate from existing works or even from existing sources. My disagreement is with their
habit of making dogmatic assertions, accusations and interpretations wholly unsupported by adequate
academic or military backgrounds that allow them to adequately assess the points in question.

At random I have picked one article from a publication of the Napoleonic Association that amply
illustrates these points. Howard Giles their Secretary sent me his booklet "The Saxon Army 1810-13",
presumably to illustrate the result of his work. It contains many useful pages of text and illustra
tions concerning uniforms, colours, etc., with orders of battle that leave little to be desired. But
he is on more shaky ground when making his own interpretations of cause, effect, intention and result
when discussing the campaigns of 1812-13. However, his chapter on "Suggestions for Wargamers" is an
ideal example of what arouses my doubts. In a page and a half there are four blatant spelling errors
in a text with syntax (sentence construction) of such a standard as to arouse instant rejection by
any self-respecting publisher. Then, the writer asserts himself to the point of dogmatism when stating
that a "...viewpoint is clearly rubbish" and blaiming that "....they were helping to prolong a war that
was rapidly exhausting their countryside and people ....Napoleon's power was waning...they had no love
for the nation which had defeated them in 1806...many soldiers were sympathetic to the Allied cause...
gradually the officers followed their consciences by abandoning their loyalty to King Friedrich
Augustus, putting aside any suspicions on Allied intentions toward Saxony and marching with their men
onto the Allied side. By defecting...they saved their country from extinction...at the Congress of
Vienna, Russia and Prussia wanted Saxony wiped off the map...this would undoubtedly have been the case
had not the other powers defended her sovereignty on the grounds of the defection." Without knowing
any in-depth facts about these situations, I have grave doubts as to whether it was all as clear-cut,
black-and-white as that and I think that few established military historian would have made it so.

I have not written this with any intention of knocking the Napoleonic Association or their
publications - undoubtedly they are enthusiastically following their interests and inclinations, doing
a great job and providing hours of pleasure for all who participate - but I wish, like so many other
similar groups, they would not take themselves so seriously.

It is not possible to publish at length the copious correspondence received from the Napoleonic
Association, here are some extracts first from Howard Giles - "I will not seek to reply at length, as
Robert Mantle's letter serves to sum up my views and, incidentally, that of every NA member who has
read your comments. I hope that you will print his letter as I believe you have done a great in
justice to many serious students of military history, whose only "crimes" are that they do not write
for a living and do not have "Military background"."

Then Bob Mantle, not known to me in any capacity, writes 2^ Ak cize pageii from which here are a
few extracts - "In my opinion, your remarks are, I'm afraid, "hasty and unfair" and I would like to
put our views. There seems to be a belief that work by a well known name is automatically superior to
the work of an amateur historian. In my view this is completely wrong as the amateur is not concerned
about making a living from his work, and can therefore write about what interests him, he is able to
explore it in greater depth. He is able to study material which the professional often has no time to
translate or even examine. (VERY debatable! D.F.) Specialist Societies provide information on subjects
which commercial publishers are simply unable to produce, at a viable price. I agree that many review
articles in amateur publications have been slapdash, ill-informed and unfair. Our policy is to give
the reviewing job to whoever know's most about a book's subject: if no one feels competent to review it
we leave it out. I always try to review in depth, pointing out good and bad. If Mr. X, the well known
military historian has written it, it cuts no ice. If his interpretation is at variance with the facts,
I say so, and if he has produced an excellent work that everyone should read, I point that out, too."
(This is an arrogant viewpoint backed by no academic or military qualifications. D.F.)

Personally, although 1 have numerous published books, I feel I can claim to have a full under
standing of this situation as I do not consider that I have anv authoritative academic or military
qualifications that might allow me the title of military historian. It just happens that I am a
professional writer, able to put out something reasonable on any subject I research - but never a
military historian!
-MIUxTARY QUIZ OF THE MONTH:

1. At what battle did Surenas overwhelm Crassus?

2. What made a halberd different to a pike?

3. What great and advantageous military innovation did the Bureau brothers bring to France
(15th C)?

k. What was considered the most decisive tactical victory gained by either side in a major
battle of the American Civil War?

5. Dates of Battles of:- a) Laing's Nek: b) Lansdowne: c) Le Gateau: d) Leipzig: and
e) Ligny?

ANSWERS ON PAGE
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Uniforms and Badges
Badges and Emblems of the British Forces. 1940 £2.95
An illustrated handbook of badges and medals of the Navy, Army, Air Force, Civil Defence,
Welfare. Nursing Units and Auxiliary Services. T'/^in x Sin (18.5cm x 12.5cm); 64 pages;
350 line illustrations; paperback.
Badges of the British Army, 1820-1960 F. Wilkinson £3.50
Illustrated guide, complete with price list. 8V*in x S'/zin (22cm x 14.5cm); 76 pages;
416 illustrations.

Buttons of the British Army, 1855-1970 Howard Ripley £3.50
An illustrated guide for collectors. 8V4in x SViin (22.2cm x 14.1cm); 72 pages;
670 illustrations.

German Army Uniforms and Insignia, 1933-1945 Brian L. Davis £6.95
Covering every aspect of the military uniforms, insignia and accoutrements of the German
Army. lOin x 7i/2in (25cm x 19cm); 224 pages; 4 pages of colour and 375 monochrome
illustrations.

Military History
Dictionary of the Napoleonic Wars David G. Chandler £12.95
A concise dictionary on ail aspects of the wars of Napoleon. 9Vi;n x 7in
(24.7cm X 17.5cm); 576 pages; 150 illustrations; 84 maps.

Waterloo Commandant Henry Lachouque Introductio'n David Chandler £9.95
An authoritative and detailed study in words and pictures of one of history's most famous
battles. 208 pages; ll i/4in x 10'/4in (28.6cm x 26cm); 51 colour plates; over 300 illustrations.
The Anatomy of Glory H. Lachouque £14.95
Napoleon and his Guard: a study in leadership. 10V4in x 7'/jin (27cm x 18.6cm);
756 pages; 189 illustrations and maps, including 86 in full colour.
English Weapons and Warfare, 449-1660 A. V. B. Norman and Don Pottinger £4.95
English warfare from the Anglo-Saxons to Cromwell. 8Viin x 5V4in (22.2cm x 14.1cm);
224 pages; nearly 300 illustrations.
Operation: World War III Edited by A. Cave Brown £5.95
The Secret American Flan ('Dropshot') for War with the Soviet Union in 1957. S^Ain x 5'/2in
(22.2cm X 14.1cm); 336 pages; 19 maps.
Rommel: Battles and Campaigns Kenneth J. Macksey £7.95
A fresh—and frank—perspective on one of the great legends of military history. lOin x 7'/2in
(25.2cm X 24.7cm); 224 pages; 180 illustrations; 20 maps; coloured endpapers.
Who Was Who in World War Two Edited by John Keegan £6.95
A complete illustrated biographical dictionary. Iil4in x 8'/iin (29.8cm x 21cm);
208 pages; 270 illustrations, including 20 in full colour.
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Highly illustrated military titles, tanks, ships, aircraft, regiments, etc.

Tanks and Military Vehicles

British & American Artillery of World War 2 Ian V. Hogg £11.95
lOin X 7'/2in (25.2cm x 18.7cm); 256 pages; over 380 illustrations.

Modern Soviet Armour Steven J. Zaloga £5.95
Combat vehicles of the USSR and Warsaw Pact today. 11 '/2in x (29.2cm x 22.5cm);
88 pages; over 270 illustrations including 16 colour plates.
Tanks of the World 1915-1945 Chamberlain and Ellis £9.95

The most complete pictorial history of tanks ever published, ll'/iin x 83^in
(29cm X 22.5cm); 256 pages; 1090 illustrations.
Armour Camouflage and Markings: North Africa, 1940-1943 George R. Bradford £4.95
Detailed descriptions and illustrations of the armoured vehicles that fought in North Africa.
7i/:in X 9V4in (19cm x 25cm); 96 pages; 100 colour drawings and over 90 photographs.
Encydopedia of German Tanks of World War Two Peter Chamberlain and

Hilary L. Doyle £11.95
A complete illustrated directory of German battle tanks, armoured cars, self-propelled guns
and semi-tracked vehicles, 1933-1945. II '/2in x 9in (29.2cm x 22.5cm); 272 pages;
1037 illustrations.

British Tank Markings and Names B. T. White £5.95
The unit markings, individual names and paint colours of British armoured fighting vehicles,
1914-1945. IP/iin x 9in (29.2cm x 22.5cm); 88 pages; over 100 illustrations,
including 8 pages of full colour.
D-Day to Berlin Terence Wise £5.95
Armour Camouflage and Markings of the United States, British and German Armies,
June 1944 to May 1945. 11 Vzin x 8'/4in (29.2cm x 22.5cm); 96 pages; 66 colour illustrations,
146 photographs and 65 line drawings.
German Armoured Cars of World War Two John Milsom and Peter Chamberlain £4.95

An illustrated history of Germany's wheeled armoured vehicles. lOin x 7Viin (25.2cm x
18.7cm): 128 pages; 227 photographs.
German Half-Tracked Vehicles of World War 2 John Milsom £4.95

Unarmoured support vehicles of the German Army 1933/45. lOin x 9'/2in (25.2cm x
18.7cm): 96 pages; over 150 illustrations.
Modern Armour Fierangelo Caiti £5.95
The world's battle tanks today. \ ]V*'m x 8'/jin (28.6cm x 21.8cm); 160 pages;
over 170 illustrations including 12 in full colour.
Panzer Colours Bruce Culver and Bill Murphy £4.95
Camouflage of the German Panzer Forces, 1939-45. ll'Ain x 8V4in (28.6cm x 22.2cm);
96 pages; 70 colour and over 170 monochrome illustrations.
Panzer Colours 2 Bruce Culver £4.95

Markings of the German Panzer Forces, 1939-45. li'/iin x 8y4in (28.6cm x 22.2cm);
96 pages; over 570 illustrations, including 180 photographs, 132 colour paintings of markings,
insignia numbers, pennants and symbols, 5 line drawings and 7 charts displaying over
160 tactical signs.

A^ailuhlc from t><M)kshops and modcKhops. If ordcriim l)> post.please add postage and packing.

Mention WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER when replying to adverts.
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The Navy

Atlas of Naval Warfare Helmut Pemsel v"
An atlas and chronology of conflict at sea from earliest times to the present day. lOin x 9/4in
(25.2cm X 24.7cm); 176 pages; over 250 maps and diagrams plus tables and Itne drawings.
British Battleships of World War Two Alan Raven and John Roberts £19.95
The development and technical history of the Royal Navy's battleships and battlecruisers
from 1911 to 1946. lOin x 9'/<in (25.2cm x 24.7cm); 440 pages; over 600 illustrations,
including over 300 constant-scale line drawings with 8 fold-outs and four pages of colour.
Combat Fleets of the World 1978/79 Jean Labayle Couhat £19.95
Their ships, aircraft and armament. lO'/rin x 8'/4in landscape (26cm x 21cm),
634 pages; 1800 photographs and 65 line drawings.
Submarines of World War Two Erminio Bagnasco 1,
A fully illustrated volume, giving details of all classes and types, including midgets and
projected and experimental designs. lOin x 9^*10 (25.2cm x 24.7cm); 256 pages,
over 500 photographs and line drawings.
Tirpitz: The Floating Fortress David Brown .
included are over 200 never-before-published photographs showing Tirpitz in peace and war,
from birth to death. lOin x 9'/4in (25.2cm x 24.7cm); 160 pages; 236 photographs,
5 maps and 1 fold-out drawing.
U-boals Antony Preston

12in X 8i/:in (30.4cm x 2l.6cm); 200 pages; 240 illustrations, including 40 in full colour.
Warships of the Imperial Japanese Navy, 1869-1945 H. Jenischura, D. Jung and P. Micl^l
An immensely detailed illustrated encyclopedia of one of the world's great navies. £12.95
lOin X 9y4in (25.2cm x 24.7cm); 280 pages; over 500 illustrations.
The German Navy in World War Two Jak P. Malmann Showcll f 1-95
An illustrated guide 1935-45. lOin x 9'/4in (25.2cm x 24.7cm); 224 pages. 211 photographs;
103 drawings; 13 maps; 9 diagrams.

Look out for the classic series:

Ensigns; Concise descriptions of warship classes
Man O' War: World War Two ships described aad illustrated.

£2.70 each

£2.95 each

Firearms

Gas, Air & Spring Guns of the World W. H. B. Smith £7.95
A detailed encyclopedic history of high-power, high-precision, air and gas weapons.
11 '/4in X 8V4in (28.4cm x 22cm); 288 pages; 350 photographs and 140 line drawings.
British and American Infantry Weapons of World War 2 A. J. Barker £1.65
8i/2in X 5'/2in (21.4cm x 14cm); 80 pages; 60 illustrations; 7 tables; paperback.
Small Armsof the World W. H. B. Smith Revised by E. C. Ezell £10.95
11th edition of the most comprehensive approach to small arms weaponry ever published.
11 '/4in X 8'/4in (28.6cm x 2icm); 671 pages; over 1500 illustrations.
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Aircraft
Combat Aircraflof World WarTwoElkeC. Weal o,,""
Comprehensive details of every aircraft actively engaged on operations. 12'/4in x 9/.in
(31.4cm X 23.7cm); 240 pages; over 400 illustrations, with 176 in colour.
Der Adler:The Luftwaffe Magazine edited by S. L. Mayer and M. Tokoi £4.95
A compilation of the best of Der Adter. the German military propaganda magazine of the
Luftwaffe during the Second World War. 11 '/.in x 8 '/.in (29.8cm x 22.4cm); 200 pages;
260 illustrations; 40 full-colour photographs.
Soviet Aircraft of Today Nice Sgarlato ,
An illustrated guide to the combat aircraft of the USSR. Il '/.in x 8'/. in (28.6cm x 21.2cm).
80 pages; 89 monochrome photographs, 22 illustrations in colour, over 100 line drawings,
7 cutaway spreads.
The Israeli Air Force Story M. Rubenstein and R. Goldman £'■"
The complete and authoritative history of this celebrated combat organization. 8'/.in x 5'/iin
(22.2cm X I4.lcm); 224 pages; 32 pages of halftones.
Aircraft of the USAF Nico Sgarlato
Illustrated survey of all aircraft in service with the USAF. Il '/.in x 8'/.in (28.6cm x
21.2cm); 104 pages; over 280 illustrations including 37 in full colour.
Fighter! Werner Held Foreword by Alfred Price
Over 500 illustrations of the Luftwaffe day fighter arm 1933-45. 9'/.m x 8'/jin
(24.6cm X 2l.7em); 224 pages; 511 photographs.

Bayonets
The Collector's Pictorial Book of Bayonets Frederick J.Stephens «■'■*=
8i/iin X 51/iin (21.6em x 13.8cm); 128 pages; over 280 liiustrattons; paperback.
SPECIALIST STOCKISTS
ALDERSHOT Concorde Models • BARNSTAPLE Combat Books • NORTH DEVON
Model Centre • BATH Modeller's Den • BEDFORD C.T..Gascoigne • BISHOP
AUCKLAND E.M. Herdman • BOURNEMOUTH Westbourne Model Centre •
BRADFORD Train Shop • BRIDLINGTON Card Centre • BRISTOL Modeller's Den •
CAMBRIDGE Ren Models • DONCASTER Stamp Corner • DURHAM Wargamer's Den •
GLASGOW Argyie Models • A. Dalgieish • GRIMSBY John Toyne • HARROW Harrow
Model Shop • KETTERING E. Berwick • LANGPORT (Somerset) A. A. Johnston •
LIVERPOOL City Models & Toys • LONDON N.6. Hersants • N.i2. Tally Ho Games •
N.I4. Arms& Miiitaria • N.W.3. Ken Trotman • W.I. Tradition • W.l. Under Two Flags •
W C 2. Motorbooks & Accessories • W.C.2. M.B. Newman • W.C.2. S. Solosy • S.W.I.
Minings Skytrex • S.W.7. Seagull Models • S.W.19. BMW Models • LOUGHBOROUGH
Skytrex • MAIDSTONE Model Shop • MIDDLESBROUGH Stamp Shop • NEWCASTLE
Model Shop • NEW MALDEN Landmark • NORTH TIDWORTH Carousel News •
NOTTINGHAM Nottingham Model Shop • PLYMOUTH Hoopers • PORTSMOUTH
Model Toys • ST. ALBANS Cavaliers Models and Hobbies • SCARBOROUGH Stamp Shop
• SOUTHAMPTON Miniature Figurines • SWANSEA Swansea Models & Hobbies •
WAREHAM R.A.C. Tank Museum • YEOVIL Modeikits.

Arms and Armour Press
2-6 Hampstead High Street London NW31QQ
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LETTERS
"I am looking into what is for me a new period in wargaming - Mexico 1916 Pancho Villa and all

that! Using Airfix figures - viz V.W.I British as Federates, W.W.I Americans also,- and converted
ACW Confederates as Mexicans a whole new set up comes to Light.

Another thought Don, in closing. I recently bought a "Matchbox" steam locomotive. It is built
on exactly the same lines as their toy cars but is of course a railway engine, but with the same
wheels as the cars i.e. no flanges. (Cat.ref. No.A3 price 55p). Also available as far as I can tell
are flat trucks and a passenger coach. All are fairly timeless and stateless - are they of use to a
wargamer who occasionally wants railways in his games but does not want to run to the expense of buy
ing proper rolling stock, etc? Since the wheels are ordinary, 'track' can be drawn on the table or
made from thin balsa. The engine measures roughly 2^" long, 1" wide and 1^-" high including cab.
Brightly painted and with couplings to attach the wagons, etc. I reckon they are ideal for the not
too fussy 'gamer and fairly cheap at 55p an item. They tie in well with 20/25mm figures. Have any
others any comments on the range having perhaps seen them?"

Stuart Asquith of South Harrow.

ooOoo

"I thought November was a particularly interesting issue of the Newsletter, in particular Peter
Foxton's article wa» most entertaining. It brings out tne "fun" element which is so much a part of
the pleasure of wargaming. I also found some ol Stuart Asquith's points very interesting.

I think a very good point was made in "Talking Wargaming" about the terrifying aspect of the Man
at Arms. This point is brought out very effectiveJy in RonaJd Welch's excellent cliildren's historical
story "Son of York" wiiich has some excellent battle scenes. The poleaxe must have been a particularly
effective weapon.

Referring to wargames as exhibitions, we have had several of taese in Cambridge. Several years
ago Heffers, our leading booksellers, had an exliibition - there has also been one in our City Library,
ant; I have twice seen shop window displays - one lasting for several weeks in the offices of a build
ing society. It is surprising how many shops will put on such a display if asked. I am thinking, of
course, of shops which are primarily offices, and do not use tiieir windows for display of goods. I
have not been able to do much reading lately. I seem to have been pretty busy - one of tiie chances
of an (amateur) Archivists life are the frustrations of the long searches for information wuich ena
fruitlessly - on the other hand a montli or so ago I was asked for some information - I tiiought the
chances of linding it were 100 to 1 against - yet the hundrediii chance came off."

Bill Thurbon of Cambridge.

ooOoo

"I wonder what stories your readers have to tell about how iney nave attempted to explain war-
gaming to an outsider. I recall a time wnen wargaming was explained to me 1^ an outsider.

Myself and wife were wantLering arounu the bookshojjs on Richmond Hill, Richmond, London, one
November Saturday afternoon. 1 was idJy looking for U.O.Weils book "Little Wars" the original of
course, anci 1 went o this likely looking shop run by ti;is extraordinary looking lady of indeterminate
age but definite j)ersonality. I asked her politely whether she had such a publication, or knew vvhere
I could get it. ller dark eyes flashed at rne benoatii a mass of black hair. "You aren't one of tiiose
funny mai es who play with toy soldiers and pretend to be Napoleon are you?" slie demantiec. I don't
know.whether it was tne menace in her voice which indicated disapproval for hotli males and toy soldiers
vfiiicli took me hy suriirise, but beiore I had time to answer, she coiitinuei;, but acidressou my wii'e in-
ytcad of we, "Look liearie, Ihiey tire an odd butich, and I mean odd. This acquaintance oi ours invited
us to dinner at S.jO p.ia. one Friday ni^iit after my husband (I was relieved to bear that) had just
been to the dentist and was loolcin,: forward to going out to tafre his mind off his teeth. You with.jne
dearie?" she asked ray wife. My wife nodded her head rapidly. The laoy continued - "When we arrived
vlrossec; to the nines, we were taken up this long fligiit of stairs to a bare room at tiio top of his
t(rraced house. There before our eyes was a large table tennis table covered with green baize. On
the top was amassed the largest collection oi toy soldiers you ever saw arranged in some sort of
battle formation. I might add there was no other furnilure in that bare room and Just one 60w bulb
suspended about 3 feet obo-.c tiie table level. Furthermore, this friend, our host, Tom was his name,
was dressed in Jeans, a scarf and obviously hadn't washed lor days. His enthusiasm for his soldiers
was Just short of madness and for tlie next two liours he sliowed us this game in operation, a wargame I
tiiink you call it, with all its intricate moves and tactics and what he did with his coloured dice. I
can tell you by 10.30 pm, freezing to death, hungry and rapidly losing my temper, I could have told
him what to do with his coloured dice; and of course my husband took not the slightest bit of notice."
Her voice wvas rising and her shop was filling up with people who were discreetly pretending to look at
books whilst in fact listening to our prima donna. I decided enough was enough so said, "Still, I
suppose the dinner was worth waiting for." Silence. "Dinner", she repeated "Dinner". Then to my
utter surprise and amazement she burst out laughing and said "Ve eventually had dinner, as you call it,
sitting on w\iooden boxes at 11 p.m. Tom apologised for not thinking about it and produced a tray of
cold sausage rolls and a vacuum flask of coliJ coffee!" Another silence. Then she said in a different
tone again, "Well it's nice to talk to you people, but I am awf'lly busy, so must get along. Now what
did you want?" She started to look amongst a million pieces of paper. "Ali, here it is. Try this
chap, he's a honey. lias a house full of children's books in the Bayswater Road. Private dealer, so
go carefully." Vith that she handed me a visiting card, got up and swept past us to greet someone who
had Just come into her shop. The outcome from this interesting encounter was, although the private



Game Move

Ho,

Handled by lour wargamers, two a side, this turned out to be a fascinating, fast-moving and
realistic wargame that lasted throughout a single evening. It ended towards midnight, partly because
of the late hour, when the British were aware that history had repeated itself and that they were on
yet another Majuba/Spion Kop hiding!
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dealer of Bayswater did not have "Little Wars" he did have a copy of "Floor Games" by H.G.Wells which
he let me have for a fiver. Quite an interesting afternoon. Ij

Before I close I note your recent articles and support for the Prince August figures. I agree
they are excellent value and the soldiers themselves have a certain style and charm which is very
attractive. Funny thing, having read the October edition of the Newsletter today, Saturday, 3l'd
November, I then went for a walk around Amsterdam and visited a very good toyshop in the Kalverstraat
(Amsterdam's Oxford Street). This shop was full of Estolin figures and Prince August moulds priced
at £17-£19 each (j^tOmm type) On my way back home I window gazed at the antique shops for which
Amsterdam is famous and lo and behold in one such shop was a selection of Prince August figures with
suitable faded painting selling at fllO (£2.20) each! No I did not go in and offer the owner as many
figures as he could take for £15! - after all the owner might have been a strange lady!

The first World War battlefields are nearby so we hope to visit them sometime in the Spring.
Meanwhile, I am here for a j'^ear (last wrote to you from Dubai) and if you are ever in this part of
the world at all, please do look us up."

Peter Johnstone of Amsterdam, Netherlands.

ooOoo

"After subscribing to the Newsletter now for 6 years I have finally put pen to paper and written
an article which is enclosed. During this period wargames have changed a great deal with generally
more complicated rules and the increased use of smaller scaled figures, but the Newsletter continues
to maintain its high standards.

Over the years I have retained all the issues and find them just as interesting to read today as
1 did when they first arrived through the letter box. Bearing this in mind I believe that reprinting
the "Best of the Newsletter" articles could be of benefit, especially those concerning ideas for rules.
While on the subject of past issues, in the January 197^ editorial prior to going to A^ size, you said
that not only was the Newsletter going to be enlarged but also coloured with over the counter sales
in mind. What went wrong?

Lastly 1 would like to comment on a part of Stuart Asquith's interesting article in October's
issue. From my experience oi the TOG Ancient rules problems do not arise from rule bending but by
genuine misinterpretation. After all, one cannot expect to remember 40 pages of rules word for word.
GeneraLly speaking I find that they do give enjoyable games. As with all rules rancour increases not
v'ith the way the rules are written, as compromise can easily be reached in a friendly game, but with
a desire of one or both players to win. The best way to eliminate this is to find more friendly
opponents to play or have an umpire who knows the rules insiue out. Keep up the excellent standards!"

Dillon Browne of Marlow, Bucks.

ooOoo

"Can Wargamer's Newsletter be ordered singly? The reason 1 ask this is because on page 9 of
the last issue it states "40p per copy + 12p postage" and so I wondered if it could be obtained
singly?"

Kevin Grindley of Aughton, Nr.Ormsk^k.

(At present there is no retail outlet for Wargamer's Newsletter and it has to be obtained either
singly, or by subscription, from the publishers. However, as this month's Editorial reveals, the
magazine is now baek in the Editor's possession, and plans are in hand for a completely different
format, available on the bookstalls).

sui

After all, one cannot expect to remember 40 pages of rules word for word.

umpire who knows the rules insiue out. Keep up the excellent standards!"



MUST LIST

Inevitably there Is a tendency in this feature to stress the products of the larger firms, proh-
ahly because the sheer amount of items they turn out is so far in excess of that of smaller concerns,
so that more frequent hatches of figures come along for review. This month I am delighted to kick-
off by extolling the virtues of the products of some of the smaller commercial makers, without whom
wargaming would he far less colourful. Perhaps because their output is smaller and bereft of the
sheer sense of urgency that stimulates the occasionally frenzied activities of the larger makers,
often the figures they make are not only of exceptionally high quality but relatively unique in that
they fill gaping voids in the availability of model soldiers for the less popular periods and cam
paigns .

For example, as recently as last month Paddy Griffith, that arch-enthusiast from the Royal
Military Academy, Sandhurst, wrote a rueful note in the December Newsletter complaining of the com
plete absence of figures suitable for re-fighting the war in Vietnam. Low and behold, the copy for
December had only just been picked up by the printer and was not yet in production when from MODEL
FIGURES AND HOBBIES (who always support this magazine with advertising) came a delightful set of
figures that were exactly what Paddy requires - Vietnamese infantry and U.S. soldiers, modern heavy
weapons and the promise in the future of present day Soviet, British and East German armies - and
any suggestions•as- to other figures and periods are welcome. So, at 12p each one has an interesting
choice of 1:72nd scale wargames figures as follows -

Vietnamese: Off/NCO walking with AKk7, in soft cap (can be used for Chinese of Kamer Rouge);
advancing with SMG, in Bush hat; firing SMG, in bush hat; advancing with AK47, in solar helmet; lying
firing LMG, in camo covered solar helmet; lying with rifle, in camo covered solar helmet; standing
firing RPG, in camo.covered solar helmet and kneeling heavy weapons crewman, in solar helmet. United
States of America: Off/NCO with grenade launcher; GI advancing high port; GI advancing low port; GI
running forward; GI walking in T-shirt; GI lying firing LMG (m60) and kneeling heavy weapons crewman -
most GIs armed with Armalites; all in steel helmets except three who are wearing fatigue caps; all in
flak jackets except two. These US troops can be used for numerous other countries. Price (per figure)
12p. Modern Heavy Weapons: Soviet 120mra wheeled mortar; Soviet 75/82mm recoilless gun and US infantry
mortar. Price 12p each. Postage lOp per 10 figures (minimum lOp), overseas 25^ extra. These figures
can be used with plastic Airfix vehicles or with Mini tanks. I am told the Soviets are well under way
and that they will be adding U.S. troops with Dragon anti-tank rockets. MODEL FIGURES AND HOBBIES have
been offering for some time 1:72nd scale plastic wargames figures from the ALMARK WD Series, designed
by the famous Charles Stadden and now no longer produced. For some time this firm has held the last
stocks of these very excellent British-made figures which match in scale the figures and AFVs of
Airfix, Esci, Matchbox, Hasagawa, etc. Unfortunately the British infantry in action are no longer
available but it is hoped to produce them in metal sometime in early 1980. At the moment, subject to
being unsold, one can still obtain a British infantry heavy weapons 1939-45 set of 12 pieces consist
ing of 2 heavy machine guns, 2 3" mortars, 3 Bren gunners, 2 Bren No.2s, 3 mortar/machine gunners at
30p per set - how can one go wrong at that price? To oppose them MODEL FIGURES AISID HOBBIES sell a
range of cast metal figures of German paratroopers and German infantry 1939-45 as follows - Para
troopers: standing with MP38 MG, lying firing MG34 machine gun, kneeling throwing grenade, advancing
firing MP38 from hip, advancing with rifle and bayonet, kneeling with Panzerfaust and Raketen Panzer-
buchse (Panzerschreck) two-man team firing; Infantry: Standing firing MP38 MG, throwing grenade,
lying firing MG34 machine gun and advancing with rifle and bayonet. These sell at 12p per single
figure or 24p per team. Either this range or already mentioned Vietnamese and American figures are
quite ideal for small "second" armies, to fight small-scale actions lasting perhaps three hours or a
single evening. MODEL FIGURES AND HOBBIES specialise in ship models as Naval wargamers well know and
their latest items in stock are as follows:- HMS Renown W.W.2 £7.50p; HMS Warspite W.W.2 £4.50p; HMS
Royal Sovereign W.W.2 £4.50p; l.J.N.Kagero W.W.2 £1.00p. Modern Warships: Vosper-Thornycroft Corvette
Mk 9 70p, Soviet "Yankee" Class ballistic missile sub 70p, Soviet Petya II Class frigate 70p, Soviet
OSA II PGM missile boat 35p and Soviet Kashin Class guided missile destroyer £2.00p. Cameron Robinson
who runs Model Figures and Hobbies is not just a shop-keeper but a very knowledgeable and highly
enthusiastic wargamer. who has been in this business for many years and has invariably supported
Wargamer's Newsletter with his advertising.

Another one of these "smaller" makers is reliable BILL LAMMING (ably assisted by his wife Rene)
of LAMMING MINFATURES who are faithful supporters of this magazine and whose range of wargames figures
has always been prominent through their singularity, off-beat types and periods, coupled with ex
tremely high—class design and production. I have just had a most entertaining half-hour changing the
heads over of a group of his latest range of Landsknechts in 25mm. Available at present are Captain -
advancing (armoured), Doppelsoldner (armoured), Doppelsoldner-Lunging (armoured), Pluderhose - running,
standing - with pike upright. Ensign or pikeman and crouching pikeman. There are six choices of head
and every figure looks perfectly appropriate with anyone of these so of course a vast permutation is
possible - the range is as follows - Cap; Wide brim - two plumes; Wide brim - three plumes; Wide brim -
plumes round brim; Fez type with plumes; Fur cap with two plumes or either barbarian head with beard
or without beard. Finally, there is a choice of weapons - Small sword; Double handed sword; Pike and
Glaive. Well, they are the bare details but what I have not said is that these are quite outstanding
castings, beautifully detailed and each in a stance and style amazingly appropriate f:oTthe period. I
imagine that Bill is immensely proud of these and justifiably so, and I recommend any wargamer inter
ested in the Pike and Shot period investigating them because they will be a credit to any wargames
army and when painted up will be so colourful as to attract admiriiag attention from all sides. They
cost 18p each.

This is really the month of the small maker - and good ones at that, because I have also received
a sample selection from another maker fairly new on the scene who has already earned a reputation for
turning out brilliant models - and these are no exception! From DIXON MINIATURES (who support this
magazine with their advertising) come some more Renaissance figures and how striking they are. The
full range is as follows - Scots mailed Highlander, swinging claymore, English or Swiss half armoured
billman, thrusting with bill, English or Swiss half armoured pikeman, thrusting with pike, Swiss un-



armoured Infantry, marching with pike over shoulder and Swiss unermoured infantry, marching with
iaalherd. Of them I have seen the first, the second and the last and I find myself beginning to run
out of superlativesJ The Scots mailed Highlander is a really threatening figure as he swings his
mighty claymore which, if it lands, will undoubtedly slice his enemy in half; the English or Swiss
half armoured hillman is a sturdy bearded figure with doublet sleeves, plumed hat and decorated
trousers with armoured pieces over his thighs. As with other figures, the pike comes separately and
accompanies the figure - I also have two fine pole-weapons - in English hill and Swiss halberd which
can be bought separately at ap each. Then there is a new range of Pack Animals - pack donkey, pack
horse, dromedary pack camel and bactrian pack camel. I have the first and second of them and I
believe the pack horse to be one of the most attractive 25mm pieces I have ever seen - and I don't
only mean among the equine species! The little donkey is quite beautiful and obviously both are
designed by a man who knows not only human anatomy but is very conversant with that of the animal
world. Then there is a range of Medieval peasants, some with scythe over shoulder, others with pitch
forks, axes, bills and spears. Fine sturdy figures that will paint up and be a very essential part
of any Medieval army or set-up. Quite ideal for an idea I had in my mind for some years awaiting my
retirement when I had the time to do it - a small world of Medieval petty knights feuding with each
other from three castles - a sort of wargame come Individual Skirmish affair with lots of fun making
terrain. Finally DIXON MINIATURES have two Samurai - a^j kneeling archer shooting a bow and a Warrior
Monk wielding a naginata. I have not seen these because apparently they are not quite ready yet but
I have no doubt that they will arrive soon and my untutored eye can be cast over them and a report
given. All these figures cost 18p except the Pack Animals (donkey 30p; horse Ji5p and camels 75p) and
all are supplied with appropriate weapons.' I imagine that their makers view them with pride but so
far as I am concerned I can say without hesitation that they are up to the extremely high standards
one has come to expect from this manufacturer.

Another of the new makers are MIKE'S MODELS who support us with their advertising and from Mike
Burton I hear that MIKE'S MODELS U.S.A. should have been in full production by December - overseas
readers please note - and that the first of their Renaissance figures consisting of 20 or so Samurai
should be available by now and their Colonial range also. Both these ranges are listed in last
month's advert in Wargamer's Newsletter and I have no doubt that they will be up to the usual high
standard we come to expect from this firm. I am told that they have a new designer working on a
Medieval range and his figures, which should be ready in a few months, are said to be superb - we look
forward to seeing them.

In front of me I have the October 1979 list of AIRFIX products and note that in their list of
Constant Scale Construction Kits one can still obtain OO/HO scale military vehicles - Panther tank;
Sherman tank; Churchill tank; Assault gun; Stalin 3 tank; Tiger tank; Bren gun carrier; Armoured car;
Half track M3; Matador and 5.5 gun; Chi-Ha tank and Scorpion tank. Then there are the following
military vehicles in the same scale - Tank transporter; 88mm gun and tractor; R.A.F. emergency set;
Chieftain tank; Leopard tank; Panzer IV tank; Sheridan tank; German recon. set; 251b Field gun; Bofors
gun and tractor; LCM 111 and Sherman; R.A.F. refuelling set and SAM-2 Missile. Despite a certain
degree of disappointment felt in the wargaming world because of deletions from the list of OO/HO scale
plastic wargames figures put out by AIRFIX, there is still a large range available - W.W.ll British
infantry; German infantry; Cowboys; Indians; 8th Army; Afrika Korps; U.S.Marines; 'Russian Infantry;
Japanese infantry; U.S. cavalry; Paratroopers; W.W.I German infantry; W.W.I British infantry; Commandos;
Waterloo French cavalry; Washington's army; British Grenadiers; Astronauts; Waterloo British cavalry
Waterloo French infantry; Waterloo British infantry; Australian infantry; U.S. paratroopers; German
mountain troops; German paratroopers; W.W.ll Ghurkas; W.W.ll Luftwaffe Personnel and Waterloo Prussians.
Also available are what are known as Play Sets and Play Forts Wild West set; Beach Head set; Play
Forts Asst; Fort: Sahara; Fort Apache; Sherwood Castle; Roman Fort; Gun emplacement; Pontoon bridge-
Coastal defence fort; Waterloo farm house. Then there are their Attack amd Assault series that consist
of the following - Field gun and tractor; Mk8 Patton tank; 155mm S.P. gun; 6x6 truck; Centurion tank;
Troop carrier; D.U;K.W.; Panther tank; Tiger tank; T3A tank; Elephant gun; Sherman tank; Half track and
gun; Gun emplacement assault set; Pontoon Bridge assault set; Coastal Defence assault set and Waterloo
assault set. Of course, there are numerous 1:32nd scale figures ideal for the Individual Skirmish
wargamer - the current availability is as follows: Paratroopers; German infantry; American infantry;
Russian infantry; Commandos; Japanese infantry; 8th Army; Afrika Korps; British infantry support; U.S.
Paratroopers; German paratroopers; German mountain troops; Gurkhas; Modern British infantry; Modern
German infantry and Medieval soldiers. Also another type of Ik figures per box which includes British
paratroopers; German infantry; U.S. infantry; Russian infantry; British commandos; Japanese infantry;
Eighth Army; Afrika Korps; U.S.Paratroopers; German Paratroopers; Gurkhas; Modern British infantry
and Modern German infantry. Finally they have a 1:32nd Combat Pack and also their Desert Combat Pack.
One can obtain vehicles and buildings to go along with these figures - there is an Abbot tank; Bedford
lorry; a Stalwart; a German half-track; a Strongpoint; a Cromwell tank; a Bamboo house; a Desert Out
post and a Frontier Checkpoint. Of course, there is a big range of enamel paints, adhesives and the
like - so perhaps AIRFIX have not neglected us as much as we thought!

CITADEL MINIATURES LIMITED claim to be introducing a new concept in wargaming figure design
"Individualised'Figures". At present from the Dark Ages, they are 25mm and consist of Arabs and
Turkish cavalry manufactured with a variety of different heads and shields so that units can contain
different figures in similar poses. Even by today's standards they are a little bit expensive at k5/
55p. From the same group can be obtained Ral Partha Medievals and Vikings of 1200 AD in an interest
ing and varied range. If anyone feels like doing Individual Skirmish wargaming with American gangsters,
then from CITADEL MINIATURES LTD can be obtained many of them including Bonnie and Clyde, A1 Capone,
John Dillinger, plus G-Men, State Troopers, etc., etc. Seemingly they are the officially licenced
miniatures for Fantasy Games Unlimited role-playing game GANGSTER available at £7.50p plus postage
and packing. 1 suppose this is quite original and has a certain stimulation, but 1 am not particu
larly enthusiastic about glorifying roff-raff - it seems to have the same sort of trendy decadence
associated with collecting relics of the Nazis.

Last month 1 mentioned MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED new 15mm Napoleonic range - I have no more
information about them but their current advertisement on the inside cover of this magazine is more
than a little stimulating - precisely the same comment can be made about HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED
who have an equally mouth-watering advertisement elsewhere in this issue of Wargamer's Newsletter.



MIKES MODELS have a new 15inm Colonial range of the Zulu War of 1879. The range is very compre
hensive and pleasingly contains a list of the Zulu enemy that ranges from a Chief through all the
different types of warriors. There are British infantry in various positions; Highlanders; mounted
infantrymen on foot; Naval Brigade infantrymen; Native militiamen; Frontier light horse men; Durban
mounted riflemen; British Dragoons and lancers; Natal carabineer; artillerymen in various positions;
horses, both cavalry and draught; covered waggons; 91h cannons; Catling guns; limbers; rocket troughs,
etc., etc. Figures are either 6p or 7p each and a S.A.E. will get you a free sample.

FREl KORPS 15 have added numerous figures to their Crusades range which makes it possible for
very interesting recreations of some colourful battles as Hattin and Arsouf - which 1 was once ex
tremely encouraged to re-fight after reading the exciting books on the war by Graham Shelby. FREl
KORPS are presenting their new A.M. range, replacing their previous ranges; full details can be found
in their new 1980 catalogue which also gives organisation and army lists for 30 Dark Ages and
Medieval armies. Catalogue and sample figure 30p.

WARGAME PUBLICATIONS (SCOTLAND) LIMITED have an interesting range of 25mm figures for the Italian
Wars, beginning with Landsknechts. They can provide them in numerous positions, together with cross-
bowmen and Arquebusiers; Command Packs of Officers, Standard Bearers, Drummers or Fife players. The
Pike figures have been designed to form up as succeeding ranks of a defending pike unit. The prices
in packs of three figures are 60p; separate weapons are available - pikes, halbards, two-handed
swords, crossbows, arquebus, standard, etc., in a set of 10 weapons of customers choice for 25p. The
same firm can also supply a comprehensive range of Mediaeval figures designed for European warfare
for the period Ik50-1A75, under the title of The Age of High Chivalry. Then they have the Horde,
Asiatic horsemen of the Steppes. 1 doubt if there are many more colourful periods of warfare, yet
more neglectedl

MATCHBOX latest 1:76 scale piece, in their Purple Range retailing at 63p, is a Krupp Kfz 69 light
artillery tractor and 3.7cm Pak gun. Those wargaming in the World War Two period will no doubt find
this of great value and there is no reason to believe that will not be up to the usual high standard
of realism and authenticity that one expects from MATCHBOX models.

SOUTHERN HOBBIES LIMITED who advertise in this magazine can supply imported German Preiser figures
in 1:90 scale - bands, troops, air crew, infantry, spectators, etc., to provide a mini-parade.

The earlier mention in this feature of the latest items from DIXON MINIATURES ties-up with their
advert elsewhere in this issue.

From MICHAEL'S MODELS of 6k6-648 High Road, North Finchley, London N12 ONL, can be obtained a
comprehensive range of the Italian made Atlantic models, both in HQ and 1:32 scales. They advertise
the following but availability is not known - hO scale at ■'i3p per box: U.S.Camp; Sioux camp; Gold
rush; Davy Crockett; Buffalo Bill; Stampede; Greek Infantry; Roman Chariots; Roman infantry and
Gladiators; HO scale at 27p per box: Panzer Grenadiers; U.S.Marines; Royal Fusiliers; Russian Army;
Japanese Army; Indian Brigadel French 2nd Division; Afrika Korps; Gladiators; Roman infantry; Roman
chariot; Roman cavalry; Greek infantry and Greek chariot.

REVO of 33 South Street, Stanground, Peterborough, Cambs, offer 25mm figures at 13p each; 20mm
World War Two figures at 13p each; 30mm Variations figures for the diorama maker at 30p each; 1:300
scale buildings, AFVs and figures at various prices and 25ram flags at 70p per sheet.

The latest AIRFIX PRODUCTS LIMITED release, among other things, is an interesting set of 1:32nd
scale Medieval foot soldiers retailing at £1.05p. It contains 28 well moulded figures of men-at-arms
in accurately detailed armour, with siege equipment that make them ideal for Skirmish wargaming. 1
found this box very exciting and imagine that when painted up they will look fine. Some of the figures
cry out for a bit of conversion - such as the very good figure of a man holding a rock over his head
which is about to be thrown down upon men climbing ladders, 1 imagine that by judiciously cutting and
bending with the aid of heat, fresh figures can be made - certainly the basic man is far too good to
waste. There are 28 pieces to a set including two ladders and a couple of fellows climbing up them.
There are six longbowmen which, 1 unfortunately find to be among the worst of the group as the left
arm holding the bow outstretched seems anatomically too long and is moulded in such a way as to be
completely flat along its upper surface. Then there are four men moving threateningly forward with
halberds or glaives; four more with shield and mace, four wielding a two-handed axe and four in slash
ing position with a two-handed sword with serrated edges. There is great potential about these figures
particularly with conversion, which should be great fun - and at that price nobody can go wrong even
if you make a muck of it!

From James CONNOLLY of 16 Lockerbie Walk, Thornaby-on-Tees, Cleveland Tsl 70BT, j have received
a price list of his recently available range of CONSON model ships in 1:1200 scale of cast metal ships
supplied unpainted. There are 20 available vessels of World War Two Royal Navy and U.S. Navy smaller
ships such as minesweepers, destroyers, torpedo boats, corvettes, coastguard cutters, frigates and
sloops. These range from 30 to 50p each. Also, there is a range of World War Two Submarines British, US,
German and Japanese at 20p each; plus another range at 25p each of British, U.S.A., German, Japanese,
Polish, Italian and Russian; then Japanese KD A1, B1 and C1 classes at 40p each. Add 10^ for postal
charges or send to James Connolly for his list.

Well, that's not a bad list amid all the dust, debris and diversion that always pervades the
atmosphere immediately after Christmas!

ooOoo

"Whilst looking through some old files came across an old 'ALBERKEN' catalogue. It brought home
to me how much things have changed in the wargames world, not to mention how old one is. A whole
painted army could be got for £10.00p, they even offered hire purchase for orders of £10.00p, a single
unpainted figure only cost 8d (3ip). Is it not about time there was a historian of the hobby before
it is all lost and becomes surrounded in the mists of myth and legend."

Cameron W.Robinson of Model Figures and Hobbies, N.Ireland.



BOOK REVIEWS
THE TANKS by Kenneth Macksey. (8^" x 5i";

304 pages; 36 illustrations and 8 maps. Arms
and Armour Press - £9.95p).

This one had to come first Heing the history ^ Chieftain of 'A' Squadron 4 .
of the Royal Tank Regiment from 1945 to 1975, ^^9 passing the Russian War Memorial in £
written Ry a personal friend and a former member
of the Regiment who has written many books on
tank warfare and military history and here he
is bringing up to date the story begun by Sir
Basil Liddell Hart in the previous two volumes.
Whether or not this is commercially viable, so *
far as the author and publishers are concerned, .^1
I am certain that in the case of the former he .
wrote it as a labour of love - which shows |
through on every page. For those interested in
modern armour, and particularly that of this > i
country, the book is an easily readable account j j
of perhaps the most professional of all of such I ' ̂
organisations in today's British Army. The sad ■ ■
emasculation of Britain' s amicu^df ormations , and
indeed our military strength, is revealed with-
out any punches pulled although one has the con- j,

the pages ll
that the Regiment in good shape and armed with
first-class equipment - even if there isn't much
of it. I don't know how many old Tank men read
this magazine, but they should certainly possess
a copy of Ken Macksey's fine book - not only
because it is a stirring story of somethingwith which they are extremely familiar but also because it
represents a tribute and memorial to those men with whom they served.

U.S.ARMY HANDBOOK 1939-1945 by George Forty,
line drawings and charts. Ian Allan - £5.95p).

(9i" X 6"; 160 pages; 115 photographs, numerous

Yet another book by an ex-Tank Regiment officer who is also a personal friend - but they still
get the same treatment when their book is reviewed like everyone else does! This book contains much
tiiat is of great value to the wargamer with U.S armies of World War 2.It contains practically every
thing he will need to know from Orders of Battle and Establishments of every conceivable type of
formation, including weapons, vehicles and equipment, also deals with tactics, vehicle markings and
camouflage and is packed with photograplis illustrating the text so that there is just no excuse for
his armies being inaccurate. George Forty has certainly gone to an amazing amount of trouble doing
all this research and I sincerely hope that the book is as suxicessful as it deserves to be.

THE A'^IBULANCE by Katherine Traver Barkley. (Si" x5i"; 20? pages; 150 photographs and illustra
tions. Exposition Press, Inc., Hicksville, New York - ̂ 8.50).

This is the story of emergency transportation of sick and wounded throughout the centuries, not
necessarily only those of war but also in all walks of civilian life. It begins very early with
illustrations of Anglo-Saxon litters and other forms of transportation for the sick and wounded, then
goes on through early history - Napoleonic Wars; ambulances during the American Civil War; the
Geneva Convention of 1864; gives a "Treatise on the Transport of sick and wounded troops 1869"; a
report to the Surgeon General on the transport of sick and wounded by pack animals; hospital ambulances
after the Civil War I865-I9OO; World War I Ambulance Services; Military ambulances during World War II
and those of today. There is even a chapter complete with some most interesting photographs of a
fellow hobbyist in America who collects model ambulances of all periods.

WAR ON THE EASTERN FRONT 1941-1945 - The German Soldier in Russia by James Lucas. (9i" x 6^-,
214 pages; 4 maps; 40 pages of photographs. Jane's Publishing Company - £7.95p).

Not having any specific interest in this aspect of World War II, at first I did not give more
than initial passing interest to this book. However, on picking it up and studying it closely I
found at the end of the evening that I had been unable to put it down! The author, a well-known man
at the Imperial War Museum in London, has interviewed numerous soldiers who fought in this, one of
the toughest campaigns in military history and his book is not just another history of that war but
is a dramatic collection of experiences, the tactics, the weapons and the incredible conditions of
warfare as seen by the men who participated. It was an immense war by any standards with climate and
terrain to match. Seemingly the cold of the Russian winters was so intense that firing pins snapped
like glass and lubricating oil froze on the working parts of weapons, rendering them useless. The
Germans, and indeed the Russians, fought in an area of primeval forests, huge rivers and vast and
almost impassable swamps. Their Russian enemy, handled like animals with complete disregard for
their human aspects, in time overawed the Germans by their sheer doggedness and fortitude. The
Germans themselves who basically are a Western nation like ourselves and accustomed to similar living
conditions, must have been appalled at the primitive and basic conditions under which people lived
and they had to fight in this huge and little known country. A memorable book which will bring life
to the table-top activities of any wargamer fighting this period.



PANZERS IN RUSSIA 1943-45 by Bruce Quarrie. (9f" x 6|"; 96 pages; I60 photographs; 2 maps.
Patrick Stephens - £2.95p soft bound, £A.50 casebound).

This is Photo Album number 12 of Patrick Stephens World War 2 Series and is a pictorial record
of the very high-class German armour which fought the biggest tank battles of all time in Russia.
The book has an introduction which outlines the course of these battles and an Appendix giving
technical details of the tanks themselves. The photographs are first-class and most of them
published for the first time in this country.

OSPREY PUBLISHING are really on the ball these days and have put out four more titles of the
greatest interest, spread throughout military history and detailing, certainly in three cases,
rather off-beat aspects of military history which ideally lend themselves to table-top wargaming.
All are in the by now well-known style and format of this series, containing a condense but highly-
informative text, innumerable black-and-white drawings and photographs plus a superlative 8-page
centre section of the releva;it soldiers in colour by some of the best military artists in the world.
The first is THE ROMAN ARMY FROM HADRIAN TO CONSTANTINE - text by Michael Simkins, colour plates by
Ronald Embleton and examines the equipment, armour and general characteristics of the legions and
auxiliaries of Imperial Rome. There is a detailed chronology and a study of the garrisons and forts
of Hadrian's Wall which should be of great interest to those of us who have, or contemplate, march
ing along its remaining structure. There are AO photographs, line diagrams and studies plus the
colour section already named.

THE SWISS AT WAR 1300-1500 - text by Douglas Miller, colour plates by Gerry Embleton. I have
never failed to be impressed by the ferocity and sheer belligerence of the Swiss mercenaries of the
Middle Ages. Their tough, dour attitude to war is spine-chilling, and the fine coloured drawings by
Gerry Embleton, plus some excellent photographs of equipment, line drawings and old prints, succeed
in recreating this emotion. Whether or not the Swiss phalanx of pikemen makes for good wargaming is
a matter of question, but they would certainly be a colourful force that can successfully be built
up solely on the information and illustrations contained in this fine book.

ARTILLERY EQUIPMENTS OF THE NAPOLEONIC WARS - text by Terence Wise, colour plates by Richard
Hook. I remember about twenty years ago trying very hard to find out the authentic colours of
artillery pieces of the Napoleonic Wars - contained in this book as a mere passing point! As one
would expect from Terry Wise, the text is comprehensive and full; the line drawings and photographs
are explicit and detailed so as to be of the utmost value to both wargamer and military modeller.
Technical details are given in abundance, together with method of firing, speed of movement, perform
ance, organisation, etc., so as to greatly facilitate the formulation of rules to cover the use of
these artillery pieces. A very nicely put together and useful book.

THE BOXER REBELLION - text by Lynn E.Bodin, colour plates by Chris Warner. I have long had a
conviction that this campaign and its armies are ideally suited for "second" wargaming interests.
Here is none of the boredom of painting hundreds of figures in much the same way, now all that is
required is an interesting and diverse assembly of relatively small numbers of Marines, sailors and
soldiers of America, Austria, England (including India), Jrance, Germany, Japan, Russia plus of course
the Boxers themselves and Regular soldiers of the Chinese Army of the period. I'his must have been the
last of the colourful wars, as this pleasing booklet shows. Written by the American who edits that
lovely little journal of the Colonial wargamer SAVAGE AND SOLDIER, its photographs are of the greatest
interest, its text is comprehensive and its colour section a delight.

All titles contain AS pages and approximately 50 illustrations including 8 pages in full colour,
with a laminated four colour jacket and costs £2.50p each.

In March 1980 Osprey Publishing Limited will publish their 100th "Men-at-Arms" book entitled
(after much thought) WOMEN AT WAR. Deciding to dress up the occasion as far as possible, among other
things, they are holding a competition which, in their own words is "designed by a team of sadists to
test both your knowledge of military history and your powers of deduction". Write to Osprey at 12-
lA Long Acre, London WC2E 9LP for entrance form and rules - application for entry must be received
not later than January 10th 198O (only hope you receive this magazine in time to do something about
it!) The 1st Prize is the unique example of a one-off, personally commissioned 5Amm metal figure
based on any Men-at-Arms illustration, sculpted to the winner's specification by Malcolm Dawson of
New Hope Design; 2nd Prize is a year's supply of Men-at-Arms books and New Hope Design's Men-at-Arms
figures absolutely free - 12 books and 36 figures. The 3rd Prize is eight months' supply of book and
figures - 8 books and 2A figures. In addition, six runners-up will each receive one issue of books -
four titles - and 12 figures. 1 am told that Martin Windrow has devised questions of such ferocity
that his tie-breaker might seem to be a total waste of time. So, if you fancy your chances in what
seems to be a high-powered Quiz - there are some good prizes to be won!

ANSWERS TO MILITARY QUIZ - on Page

1. Carrhae 53 BG.

2. The former had an axe-head near its point so that the weapon could be used for cutting as
well as thrusting.

3. Great technical and tactical advances in artillery.

A. Thomas's defeat of Confederate Hood at Nashville, December 15/16 186A.

5. a) 28 January 1881: b) 5 July 16A3: c) 25-27 August 19IA: d) I6-I9 October 1813 and
e) 16 June 1815.

BACK NUMBERS WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER - obtainable from the Editor. November 1968; May 1973-
February 197A inclusive 30p each of £2.50p the set (including postage).



LOOKING AROUND

AR?n' HISTORICAL RESEARCH JOURNAL - Autumn 1979. As ever, tieautifully produced with a coloured
plate. Of interest to wargamers are:- a study of the Battlefield of Marston Moor l6''i4-1979; British
Battle Honours; Rearming Edwardian Artillery. There are sections of great human interest, plus a
list of articles of British military historical interest in contemporary journals.

ARQUEBUSIER - No.5 1979 - the Journal of the Pike and Shot Society. Contains all the latest
news of their activities; figure review of Miniature Figurines 15mm Renaissance range; another of
Warrior's 15mm English Civil War range. Details of a Dutch wargames army; the development of cavalry
firearms up to l660; Cossack armies of the 17th century; a period wargame described; mid-17th century
Poland; book reviews; French flags of the mid-l6th century (with illustrations). A very good and
informative issue.

GUIDON - Vols.2 and 3 1979, published quarterly by the Miniature Figure Collectors of America.
Volume 2 - the whole issue taken up with reports of the groups 38th Annual Exhibition. No.3 contains
articles on the Streltsy and Rebellion; Napoleon's Infanterie Legere 1812; the influence of Rommel on
the morale of the Afrika Korps; the airborne invasion of Crete; plus editorial notes.

LONE WARRIOR - Journal of the Solo Wargamer's Association - November 1979. Full of enthusiasm
as always, contains a punch-by-punch description of a wargame The Bridge at Dorflin; a Solo System
from America; Strategy and Tactics and the Solo Player; Wargaming a less well-known ECW period - the
Egyptian Civil War; Naval Campaigns; Electronic Warfare; Fringe Campaigning; a Fantasy Chronicle; the
15mm scene; postal wargame news; the Solitaire problem; Stuart Asquith's Afterthoughts plus a very
stimulating correspondence section.

MILITARY AFFAIRS - the journal of Military History, including theory and technology - October
1979. Published for the American Military Kstitute by the Department of History, Kansas State
University, this is a very erudite journal and I suppose conforms in a way to the English journal of
the Royal United Services Institute. This issue contains articles on the American Legion in the
Canadian Expeditionary Force 1914-1917; Citizen Soldiers or Regulars: the views of American General
Officers on the Military Establishment 1775-1781; The Logistics of the B.E.F. 4 August to 5 September
1914 (extremely interesting to the British reader); Lessons of the Russian and Chinese Civil Wars for
the Development of Communist Armies; A Bibliographical Essay: Napoleon in Review; plus details of the
latest articles, books, etc., etc. The book reviews are in-depth and first-class.

MILITARY MODELLING - December 1979- Colourful as always and packed with enticing adverts that
could cause wives and children to go without food and clothing! Contains the usual features - Uni
form information; Notice Board; Modelling Workshop; Board wargame section; Readers' letters; Modern
military developments for modellers and wargamers; Generals' knowledge - wargames problems solved by
experts, books and new products reviewed. Then there are illustrated articles (some in colour) on
painting an elephant; figure painting technique; pictures of the month; Battlefields then and now -
1st Newbury 1643; The Roman uniform; Table-top Teasers - an Advance Guard problem; Naval Wargames;
etc., etc.

RANK AND FILE - October 1979. This small but enthusiastic and interesting Newsletter of the
Tunbridge Wells Wargames Society never fails to astonish me with its reports of Sunday meetings with
"II games in progress" or "...poor turnout this month with 30 present and only 9 games, with 2
Napoleonic, 2 Renaissance, 2 Medieval, 2 World War Two and an E.C.W. game". Master-minded and
largely written by George Gush it contains an article on World Wide Wargamers; book review of John
Keegan's book "The Face of Battle" and details of Spanish Napoleonic Armies; Board game review, etc.
A model of what a Club magazine should be.

WAR MONTHLY - November 1979. Maintaining its slick and attractive appearance, and its diversity
of military articles, such as one I personally found most interesting - on a Whippet tank that achieved
great success on the Western Front in August 1918. Then another on the Generals of the famous British
7th Armoured Division by ex-RTR officer (and personal friend) George Forty. Then "The Siege of Lady-
smith" particularly appealed as I was there a few months ago; "Walcheren 1944" - the' fiercely-resisted
seaborne invasion is most interesting, as are "Austrian Peace Moves 1917"; and "Valiant V Bomber".
December 1979 - Contains well illustrated articles on the French Army in France 1944-45; The Modern
Field Guns (artillery is as important today as ever despite nuclear weapons although the emphasis is
on the shell rather than the gun); the Destroyer Hotspur in World War Two - naval fighting from Norway
to the Mediterranean; one for the military historian interested in the American wars - Washita River
1868, where Custer and the U.S. Cavalry escaped disaster by the skin of their teeth; a nostalgic trip
back to our boyhood-Hitler and Peace 1939-40; and an interesting look at a little considered part of
World War One Austria v Serbia 1914.

SOLDIER Magazine - December 1979. Colourful and attractive as ever, contains a good article on
the 2nd Royal Tank Regiment (acting as infantry) in trouble-torn Northern Ireland - what a terrible
waste that these highly qualified technical soldiers should be thus employed; modern battle conditions
considered by two articles on chemical warfare and computers; Red Caps return to Gibraltar; visit to
the Imperial War Museum; an illustrated article on the Royal Hussars (with a lovely driving simulator
which is a wargamer's dream) plus the usual lively correspondence section and book reviews.

MILITARY IMAGES, Vol.1, No.l, July-August 1979. A new magazine devoted to the photographic
history of the American fighting man from 1839-1939. Articles on Mission to Poland, 1919, British
Rifle Volunteers, I860, Civil War family, interviews, book reviews and selected photographs. Very
well illustrated with many rare and unusual photographs. Subscription ^10.00 bi-monthly to Military
Images, R.D. 1, Box 365, Alburtis, PA I80I1, U.S.A.
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NEW AND RECOMMENDED
TANKS, WEAPONS AND MILITARY EQUIPMENT

BEST PHOTOS OF THE CML WAR - Author's have reaeated the sweep and fury of
Amenca's bloodiest conflict. 1A4pp - OJ8
GERMAN SS-MA ANTVURCRAFT GUN - This is a technical manual issued by the WAR
DEPARTMENT inW8Shington,29th. June 1943. Full of b/w photos and all relative Worma-
twfor the mairMenarKa and fmctioning of this gun. I83pp O.60
THE PKTOnAL HKTORY OF THE UMTB) STATES ARMY: W WAR AND PEACE.
FROM COLONIAL TME8 TO VCTNAM - A monumental work with 3,000 illustrations in
cokxir and b/w. This is a superb book which will be invaluable to rrxxlellers. historians,
vrarganrers and students of military history. Cover wars, battles, manoeuvres, generals.
uniforms.medalweapons.insigniaandsefvices.OverSOOp. OM
PICTURE HBTORY OF WORLD WAR I - This magnificent picture history covers almost
everyeventofanysignificanceduringtheyeafsofwar. lOO'sb/wphotos.272pp. EMS
GERMAN QMRAL OF WWI - A revealing look at fourteen notable Generals, German
commandersofHitler'sWehrmacht.B/wphotos.SOOpp fl5-S8
UNTTB) STATS) MUTARY SADDLES - (1S12-m3) - Saddlesare shown in fine detail
158pp.
HANDBOOK OF THE GATUNG GUN CAUB8130-Models of 1895. 1900 and 1903

Seven plates, three of which are side and front views of the gun + the gun limber (side
view|.40pp. I*
HANDBOOK OF THE COLT AUTOMATIC MACHINE GUN CAJJBRE .30 - Sixteen plates
mdudingpull-outsectionalviewsofgun. 56pp ETSS
U.S. .22 SPRINQRELD RIFLES - Conums all the essential technical information required
fortheuseandidentificationoflhisweapon B/w photos + drawings 56pp. £1-96
SEISING SUBMACHINE GUNS - (M5C, MR, and MM) - Bulk of this manual is adapted
(rom the official Marine Corps handbook and provides information on the use, disassembly
and maintenance of these weapons. One b/w photo+three drawings. 24pp. C1.M
LUFTWAFFE AKRAFT AND AC" - Fascinating book with 10O's b/w photos of planes,
pilots + 16 colour drawings of the planes (with fulkdour markings) that the aces flew.
152pp.
THE UGHTFIANE SMCE .1IM - From Santos-Dumont's Demoisell to the 8ede 5 Jet
Photo album in b/w 104pp.

SRASSEY'S MFANTRY WEAPONS OF THE WORLD - Covers the range of infantry
weapons and combat aids in current use by regular and reserve forces of all nations, its
360pp are profusely illustrated and each section begins with an introductory article on the
developmeotandcurTenipracticaluseoftheweaponsconcemed. OS
BRASSEY^ ARTUBIY OF THE WORLD - Artillery equipment and rockets in service
throughout the world are described and their performance analysed with special c^iapters
explaining the characteristics of guns, ammunition and artillery radar. 288pp plus over 280
illusiratiors anddiagrams.. £11.80
MTERNAL SECURITY WEAPONS AND EQUPMEKT OF THE WORLD - Full details of
lheimportantequipmentincurTentuse-Over150b/wphoies. 128pp. £*.S6
JAMES WEAPONS SYSTEMS 1S7M - The international reference book of modem
we3pondevelopmenl.940ppplusb/willusifat)ons. £3®
TANKWARFARE-AnanalysisofSovietand NATO tankphilosophy illustrated. 232pp.

£12D0

BRASSEY^ RfTERNATlONAL WEAPON OEVaOPMBfT Irri EDfnON - A survey of
currentdevelopmentinweaponssystems I67pp B/wphotos £4.16
TACTKALNUCLEARWEAPONS-Anexaminationoftheissues. 119pp. CS.H
BRASSEY'S DEFENCE YEAR BOOKS - Each year book is divided into two main sections
- Strategic Review and a review of developments in Weapon Technology - plus^
Chronology of events and a survey of recent Defence Literature. Defence Year book 197^
- £B; 1975/76 - £8; 1976/77 - C8; 1977/78 - £12.60; 1978/79 - £15. ^
DESERT TRACKS - Sntish armour camouflage and markings in North Afnca of the British
8th army tanks, plus vehide plans and technical data. 91 pp. £2.95
THE WORLD POLICE VEHKIES NO. 30 - Another very colourful megabne with hun
dreds of colour and b/w pictures showing bie different types of police v^des used
throughout the world 10Opp

U.S. ARMY STANDARD mMITARY MOTOR VEHICIES 1»0 - An indispensable refer
ence book which contains data, details and illustratrons of all vehicles in U.S. Army service
dunngWorldWarTwo.GreshamBooks.556pp.
SHERMAN > A HISTORY OF THE AMEHCAN MEOKiM TANK- This monumental work
provides an in-depth study of the evolution of the U.S. medium tank from the years of
W.W.I. The information-packed volume includes 1368 illustratioos. 12 colour plates. 27
full page four-view drawings and ̂ t 100 miscellaneous sketches, charts and line draw
ings. This IS a long overdue account of the evolutions of Sherman which we highly recom
mended 576pp. £27^0
BATTUES WITH MODEL TANKS - This book lays the complete groundwork on the sub

ject of Armoured warfare in miniature provxjing technical and tacbcal advice against a
backgroundofwargamingnarrauveMiJAppro*. 14JS
THE TIGER FAMK.Y (WAniN^LRSENAL) - B/w Photo booklet with German captions
on the famous tank: 50pp.
THE MOTORtSMG OF THE GERMAN flaCHSWm 1S»t«3S - A superb book with

hundreds of b/w photos of half-backs, lorries, fekJ cars, etc., some diagrams and draw
ings. German text. 544pp. £17.16
THE TANK MAGAZWE NO. 5 ItTV - Contents include fold-out drawing. T. 558 MBT'
Exp. Self-propelled 105mm Howitzer, Type 66; Type 94Tankette. 114pp. £2J0
THE TANK INAQA2ME Ns. $ 1S7S - Contents include special report: JGSDF Type 73
APC with fold-out drawing. Miirtary transport vehicles today: Red Army Today; German
TanksmWWII. ISPanther. 114pp. OM
PBTOfllAL GERMAN TANK DESTROYER OF THE WWB - Photographic booklet with

b/w and some colour illustr. drawings. English captions. 88pp. £H®

WARFARE, MILITARY HISTORY AND
UNIFORMS

CAMOUHAGE - A history of corcaaimeot and deceptior in war as practised by the
Amencans.French.6ermanandBritishforces 8/wphoto5.113pp £S®®
WAR WTTHOL/T END. PEACE WfTHOUT HOPE - 30 years of the Arab-Israeli conflict
Here IS a highly topical and controversial account of an explosive subject. 288pp. B/w
photos.

Callers welcome. Open 9.30 to 5,30 Mon.-Frl. We are
next door to the Brentford Nvlons Tower, Great West Road.

lO iviofi.-rii. vvc ovc _ ,

> Tower, Great West RoaS. TSll 01"5o0 3404

Telephone and Mail

Orders accepted on Access, Barclaycard
Money back: If you are not entirely satisfied with your book(s). you will receive your money
back if you return your book(s) within 7 days.
You can use this ad as an Order Form.

Visit our Midland branch, 7 Welch Gate, Bewdley, Worcs., now
open - Mon.-Fri. 9-4.30. Sat. 9-5
All books reviewed in this publication can be ordered from us. Please allow 14-21
days delivery.

TO WM A WAR Itll - The Year of VictoiY -The Author. John Terraine. ines to redress
the balance, give honour where it is due. and show that sacrifice was not in vain. B/w
photos. 294pp.
MUTARYTEOtflOLOGYANDECONOMKS-Volumelllissue9May/June79. £2.50

THE WORLD'S ARME8 - an illustrated encyclopaedia of the ground forces of every
nation with full specifications of their equipment and details of their strength and organisa-
tion. B/wphotos. 252pp
TWO BOOKS, LARGE FORMATS OF RECORDS. FROM THE tSRAaY MKJTARY OF

D&SCEOF:
BOOK liTHESDAYWARAME IMS-Hundreds of photos b/w and colour, at! published

for the first time. Also very detailed colour campagn maps. Tew in Hebrew.
BOOK2:'TICWAROFTHEATTRfnDN1SS7-70-Onlyavailable recorded details of their
strength and organisation. B/w photos. 256 photos, teW in Hebrew. Each book £14.95 or
the two for £25. Excellent for wargamersand military historians.
THE IT. THOMAS M. JOHNSON RERRSKE BOOKS - most detailed reference books
available. I5.86ei.
Vol. 1 Edged Weapons of the Third Retch - Wearing them - over 100 photos.
Vol. 2 Third Reich Edged Weapons Accoutrements, over 200 ill., many in colout.
BiCYCU)PEDU OF WORLD WAR TWO - A detailed study of the battle, weapons, per
sonalities arW political events of World War Two. Also included are over 30O illustrations,
maps, diagrams, line drawings and charts, an indispensable reference book. Hamlyn.BJS
WORLD WAR THREE - A military projection founded on today's facts. Edited by H. G. S.
Bidwell. 208pp. Blackandwhitethrou^t.Hamfyn £SJ6
GERMAN ARMY AND NAVY UMFORMSAND NSIQMA1171-1111-A definitive book

for historians, collectors and model makers alike. Over 190pp with hundreds of photos and
drawings.
THE RGHTtFQ 8OL0CR - Cdiective short histories of all the combat Regiments of the
British Army. Mostfy colour some b/w illustr. 96pp. £1-78
PATTON: THE COiyiNANDER - Athofs portrait of Patton is forthright and perceptive
B/w photos. 290pp

THE NORTH AFRKAN CAMPAKW 1SM43 - Surveys in one volume, the chequered
fortunesofAtliedarmsinthreeparts.startingwiththeAnglo-ltaliancampaignsinLibvaand
Abyssinia. 432ppwitti87maps + 33b/wphotos. £8.86
THE VICTORIAN AND EDWARDUN ARMY FROM OLD PHOTOGRAPHS -11lustrates in
154b/wphotosafmylifeinBntain, recruitment training famous regiment etc. 128pp.

A DICTIONARY OF MKJTARY UMFORMS - France, Amencan. Japan. Spain. Russia and
Turkey ate just some of the countries whose uniforms are recorded in the 1,500 or more
entnes. 190h/w photos + 4colour plates. 16^. OJS
KESSBJMG THE MMCMQ OF THE LUFTWAfTE - Biography of the man whowas the

only senior German officer to start and finish the Second World War holding a hi^ com-
rtiand appointmenL There are 10 maps + 23 b/w photos 262pp £1.80
TWO Nav MODELS BOOKS:

MODEL SOLDEFtS M COLOUR - Describes the extensive world of model soldiers.
200pp + 64 pages of full colour photos. £*•*
SCALE M PLASTIC - Providesall you need to know for the production of plastic
models.0ver200illustf.+linedrawings. OSS

VITOCHARTS

An exclusive import from Italy, and a must for the top modellefs. Vitodiarts are actual
aircraft colour charts, with exact paint cotour chips, produced by a WW2 Italian paint
technician. 36chips per chart bookleL with detaileddescnpikxis. £2E0mcFi
No. 1 - Luftwaffe Official Cokxirs 1934-35.
No. 2 - Italian Official Aviation Colours 191643.
No 3 - Japanese Official Colours (JAAF, JNAF) 1936-45.
No 5 - US Official Colours (USAC, USAAF. USMC, USN, USAF) 191645.

AIRCRAFT & AVIATION
AHCRAFT KiUSTRATB) AltlUAL 1N0 -130ppwith b/w and colour photos and cove

ring text.
THE WOFtLD'S ARFOFKES - An illustrated encyclopaedia of the airforces of every nation
with full specifications of their equipment and details of their strength and organisations.
B/wphotos.2^pp.

SPACE SHUTTLE: AFyEFBCA'S WMOS OF THE FUTURE - Here is the now. whaL
when, and why of the space shuttle. Well illustrated plus diagrams. 215pp. £10
CARFSER PEOT - An unforgettable true story ofwartime flying - the author writes as poet
as well as a pilot. 255pp. B/w photos. £4JS
JUMP JET: THE REVOLUTIONARY V1ST0L F10KTB1 - Corr^ete story of this
revolutionaryaircraftiilu$iratedwithchansandphotcis.263pp £SJB

8RFTVHINLJTARY ADCRAFT SERMLS191MI7I - This famous reference book now
thoroughly revised and u^Ktoted. is a complete guide to every aircraft acquired by the
BritishServices.Nolillustraled.366pp. £'•95
U.8. RUTARY AinCRAFT OtStOHkVOHS AND SERIALS SMCE 190S - Comprehen-
sivesourceofU.S.militaryaircr8tt.254pp. £4-96
1,000 DESTROYS: THE LH AFC TME8 OF TIC 4th FKSHTBI GROUP - An
extremely interesting and factual sagaof the herots exploits of the ground and in the air on
one of the finest groups of men that ever lived. Illustrated. 384pp £1.00
BUT NOTW ANGER: THE RAFWTIC TRANSPORT ROLE-Records the highlights of
British Military air transport m the earty years. B/wphoies. I75pp £7.18
IMJTAFIY ARCRAFT f THE WORLD - Compact guide in all combat and st^port aircraft
nowffying throughout the world. B/w photos. 224pp. £4JS
WMOS OVER THE SEA: A HBTORY OF NAVAL AVUTKM - From 1909 to post-war
days toamvel of the nudear-poweredaircraft carrier. B/w photos. 224pp. £7.80
BflmSHAfCRAFTOFWOFKOWARI-Withcolourphotographs. 144pp. OJI

I  THE F-14 TOMCAT M DETAI. AFC SCALE - Full deUiis of this aircraft with five-view
dr8win9stn1/72ndscale + technic8ld3ta,b/wandccloorphotcs.48pp £3.00
THE MOOBiSTS LUFTWAfTE PANTMQ GUDE - Features over 200 fascinating
llhotos. plus an eagerty-awailed Luftwaff ecokwr chart of 30 hand mued chips. 88pp.

OJ6

ROYALARPORCEYEARMOKt97B-1979-9Pppwithcqlourandb/wphot06. £440
born M BATTLE 88K8 - Military arsenals; Persian Guff Chieftain Shir Iran. F'i4
TomcaLCrotaleSovietAtrcr8ft-tipull-outfuIly-detailedlnt8lliQenceMap.48pp. £140

KOKU-FAN MLGAZME AUGUST No. • 1971 - Blue Angels. Royal New Zealand Mr
Force and Royal Australian Navy. Air Power of U.S. Navy. B/w and colour pictures.
176pp.
AV1AT10NJ0UFWAL'SCIVIA«CHAFTCFTHEW0HIL1979 212PP withbAvand
somecolourpfiotoswithEnglishcaplions TextinJapanese. £7.80
A NEW SERES FROM JAPAN - AVUT10N JOURNAL PUBLICATIONS - Dunng our

recent visit to Japan we were appointed exclusive distributors for the excellent range of
books, which we rate as good as the very successful and popUar Kokufan series. Each title
IS very well illustrated, with excellent cokxK photos, plans, details, and mostly English
captions.
C!VlLAlRCRAFTOFTHEWORtD1978.-228pp 500ili (Japanese.)
MIUTARYAlRCRAFTOFTHEWOflLD1979 - 236pp 500ill (Japl f
WORLD AIRLIFES DIRECTORY-224pp 400ill (Japanese.) OSS
WMGSOFTt€USAF1979 - 204pp.S00iil. (Jap., Eogl. captions). £7-80
U.S. ABFORC£-212pp. BOOill. (Jap.. Engl. captions). OSO
DOUaLASAHMBB-208pp,over400ill.(Jap.,Engl.captions). £7-50
BOEMGAHJNBB-216PP approx.SOOill (Engl.,Jap.captions). £740
BQHTBUMT80FTHELUFTWAfTt-216pp.over600ill. (Engl.. Jap. £7.50
COINBAT MACIEg - Over 500 drawings, ghostviews of modemA/C £S46
ARWAROVBIEUROPE-Over300WW2photos.20cot.Uap.Engl.| £B46
ARWAROVHI7HEPACMC-WW2photos,ghostviews(noEngl.) £846
AnLMERAi4UM-Over300photos.someEn^.captions £546
AR WARFARE M THE JETAGE - (Vietnam and Korea) Over 300 ill. 0.95
AVIATION JOURNAL MAQA2ME - This monthly publication is similar in formsL quality
and contents to the Kokufan Magazine. Pictures have English captions. Excellent colour
photos. Secikxis with ghostviews, plans, detail drawings for modellers. £2.50

per copy (Subscriptions incl. postage £36p.8.)

1/78 - A7; Porrestal CU59 at sea

2/78 - US Naval Bases; VFW F28

3/78 - Snowbirds: Airliners 78; F-104

4/78 - P2J; B-1; Grumann E-2 Hawkeye
6/78 - USS Kittytiawk; RAF 78; VTOL STOL
6/78 - liyshin 11 86 & 82; SH-3 Seaking

7/79 - F-111 4 118; US Navy and Marines Airaaft
8/79 - New Tokyo Airport; SU-15: Flying Boats
9/78 - F-15; F-106; P-26; ADCOM Aircraft

10/78 - Harrier; Swedish AP; F-IOS

11 /78 - US Presidential Aircraft. MU-300

12/78-5 3 Viking; F-13 Hornet

THE WAPFBF 88BE8 - another hit from the Publishers of WILD BOOKS. These spiral
bound booklets excel in colour pictures, particulaffy of markings, badges, etc. Each con
tains many peel-offs. also model plans, cut-outs, etc. Text is m Japanese, but over 85%
pictures. £2.l6Mdi
No. 1 - Aircraft Carrier USS Enterprise

No. 2 - 81 Strategic Bomber
No. 3 - Todays US and Soviet Jet Fighters
No. 4 - German Panzer Troops of WVV2
No 5 - The Japai^esa Army Today
No 5 - The Japanese Airforce Today

CUS8Y CHA88Y - Amencan Aircraft Girf Art 1942-1963. Over 80 mostly colour
photos.

THE ROLE OF THE FRSFTTBI M AM WARMRE - A book of great lucidity for the
enthusiast with 150 photos and 16pp of colouf plates. The story develops from the first
fitment of armament to the primitive scoots, to the complex weapons of the 1970-80s.

THE MARU KECHAMC SERIES

A fantastic NEW SERIES from JAPAN covering specific types of aircraft m mmuiedeiaii
scale DRAWINGS. DIAGRAMS. COLOUR PAINTINGS & PHOTOGRAPHS inCOLOUR &
B 4 W give a ruts and txjlis af»reciation of the subject items such as ARMAMENT — not
only deiai's of guns, but how they function ENGINES. HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT. FLIGHT
CONTROLS GUNSIGHTS. INSTRUMENTS and even CAMOUFLAGE details.

£2.50 Mch

No.1 KAWANSHI NAVY FIGHTER GEORGE, 42pp.

No. 2 ARMY FIGHTER TONY, 42pp.
No. 3 IATSU8ISHI ZERO. Vol. 1,42pp.
No. 4 MITSUBtSHI ZERO, Vol. 2,42pp.

No. 5 NAVY FIGHTER SAM. 42pp.
No. 8 AmiY FKjHTER OSCAR, 42pp.

No. 7 NAVY FIGHTER JACK, 42pp.

No. 8 ARMY RGHTER FRANK, 42pp.
No. 9 AFMY nCKTER TOJO, 42pp.
No. 10 MUSTANG PS1.0 66pp.

No. 11 ARMY RGHTER NICK. 72pp.

No. 12 RENAISSANCE NAVY JAKE, 70pp.

No. 13 COMMAND RECONNAISSANCE DINAH, 80pp.
ALL TITLES (JAP TEXT)

THE BLAFFDFORD COLOUR SERIES — rated as one of the great illustrated reference
series Each volume has a large number of cotour illustrations
Arforce Badges & insgria VWV2 £3.25; Army Badges & Insignia VWV2 Vol 1 £2.75; Army
Badges & insgnia VWV2 Vol 2 D45; Army Badges 6 Insignia since ! 945 £2.75; Military
Flags of World £4.50; Ribbons of Orders Medals & Decoranons £2.75; Army Uniforms
VW/1 £3.50; Army Uniforms WW2 £2.75; Cavalry Uniforms £2,75; Cavafry Uniforms
£2.75; infaniiy Uniforms Vol 1 £2.75; Vol 2 £2.95; Military Uniforms of the World m
Colour £2.75; Naval Marine & Air Force Uniforms of World.War 2 £2.75; Uniforms
American Ovil War £245; Uniforms Napoleonic Wars £2.95; Uniforms Retreat from
Moscow £345; Uniforms Seven Years War 04S; Uniforms of Waterloo £2.75; Warnors
andWeaponsof Earty Times m Colour £2.75; World Uniforms and Battles 181650£2.75;
Swords in Colour £3.50; Military Bands of Wortd £9.95; Weapons Equipment of Victorian
Soldier £5.95; Uniforms Pennmsular War £445; The American Ovil War £4.75; Heraldy of
tne World £345.
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IN THESE TIMES OF RISING PRICES MAKE

SURE YOU SPEND YOUR MONEY WISELY

INVEST IN

Camming n^iniatures
Hgures for the

Discerning Wargamer

And know your armies will keep their value. For
complete list of 25mm Ancients to Napoleonics,

and 20mm WWII. Send 40p to

LAMMING MINIATURES, 254 WINCOLM LEE, HULL
HU2 OPZ Tel: 0482-26896

WE ARE CLOSED ON SATURDAYS UNLESS BY PREVIOUS ARRANGEMENT

HARROW
TELEPHONE:

01-863

9788

THE MODEL SHOP
190-194 STATION ROAD
HARROW, MIDDX.

GARRISON 25mm
NOW AVAILABLE AT Up

BN4 BRITISH LINE INF. OFFICER
BNb BRITISH LINE INF. ENSIGN

BN6 BRITISH LINE INF. DRUMMER
BN7 BRITISH LINE. INF. PRIVATE CHARGING
BN8 BRITISH LINE ING. AT ATTACK MARCH
BN22 BRITISH LINE INF. PRIVATE FIRING
BN23 BRITISH LINE INF. PRIVATE ON GUARD
BN47 BRITISH LINE INF PRIVATE MARCHING
BN9 BRITISH FUSILIER OFFICER
BNIO BRITISH FUSILIER PRIVATE AHACKING
BN11 BRITISH FUSILIER PRIVATE MARCH AHACK
BN43 BRITISH FUSILIER PRIVATE MARCHING
8N27 BRITISH FUSILIER PRIVATE ON GUARD
BN24 BRITISH FUSILIER ENSIGN
BN25 BRITISH FUSILIER DRUMMER
BN12 HIGHLAND OFFICER

8N13 HIGHLAND DRUMMER
BN14 HIGHLAND PRIVATE AHACKING ,
BN15 HIGHLAND AND PRIVATE MARCH AHACK
BN28 HIGHLAND ENSIGN

BN30 HIGHLAND PRIVATE ON GUARD
BN49 HIGHLAND PRIVATE MARCHING
BN16 BRITISH LIGHT INF. PRIVATE ON GUARD
BN18 BRITISH LIGHT INF. OFFICER
BN19 BRITISH LIGHT INF. PRIVATE AHACKING
BN31 BRITISH LIGHT INF. PRIVATE BUGLER
BN32 BRITISH LIGHT INF. ENSIGN
BN33 BRITISH LIGHT INF. PRIVATE MARCH I
AHACK I
BN40 BRITISH LT. INF. PVTE. ADVANCING FIRING I
BN50 BRITISH LIGHT INF. PRIVATE MARCHING I

OPENING HOURS:
MON - SAT 9.30-6.00. WED 9.30-5.00.

NEW VIKINGS 14p EACH
VI VIKING CHIEF

V2 STANDARD BEARER

V3 HORNBLOWER

V4 ARMED MAN AH,

V5 MFD. SPEARMAN AH.

V6 ARMOURED WARRIOR 2 HANDED AXE

V7 ARMOURED WARRIOR AXE AND SHIELD

V8 ARMOURED WARRIOR SWORDMAN

A.C.W.

U.C.W.l INF. ADVANCING

U.C.W.2 INF. CHARGING

U.C.W.4 INF. ADVANCING FIRING

U.C.W.5 OFFICER
U.C.W.6 DRUMMER

IJ.C.W.12 SHARPSHOOTER FIRING

U.C.W.13 IRON BRIG ADVANCING
U.C.W.15 INF. ADVANCING HIGH PORT

CONFEDERATE

C.C.W.1 INF. ADVANCING AT SLOPE

C.C.W.3 INF. FIRING

C.C.W.4 OFFICER

C.C.W.5 BUGLER

C.C.W.6 STANDARD BEARER

C.C.W.11 ALEXANDER RIFLES FIRING

C.C.W.13 ZOUAVE ADVANCING SLOPE

ARTILLERY UNION
U.C.W.A.1 OFFICER

U.C.W.A.2 RAMMER

U.C.W.A.3 GUN AIMER

U.C.W.A.4 LOADER

CONFEDERATE

C.C.W A.l OFFICER

C.C.W.A.2 RAMMER

C.C.W.A.3 GUN AIMER

C.C.W.A.4 LOADER

ARTILLERY PIECES 65p EACH
P&P U.K. RATES

UP TO 70p-25p UP TO £3.00-60p
UP TO f10.00-f1.15 UP TO £15.00-£1.30

OVER £20.00 POST FREE

S.P.I. AVALON HILL GAMES
OUTREACH £5.75

MECH. WAR 77. £5.50
COBRA £6.85

SEELOWE £5.50

WESTWALL QUAD £8.00
GREATWAR QUAD £8.95

STONEWALL £6.85
TERRIBLE SWIFT SWORO £14.00

WAR BETWEEN STATES £14.00

OPERATION TYPHOON £13.00
ANZIO £8.45

GETTYSBURG II £8.45

MIDWAY £8.45

STALINGRAD £8.45

WATERLOO £8.45

AFRICA KORPS £8.45

SQUAD LEADER £8.45

CROSS OF IRON £8.45
FRANCE 1940 £8.45

PZLEAOER £8.45

PZBLITE £8.45

O DAY £8.45

G.D.W.

CASE WHITE £8.50 BOXED

DRANG NACHOSTEN £9.95 Z-PACK
AVALANCHE £9.50 Z PACK

THE AVALON HILL GENERAL £1.50

DUNGEONS €t DRAGONS

D G D BASIC SET £6.95

BASIC RULES £2.95

D b D MONSTER MANUAL £6.95

D & D HANDBOOK £6.95

DUNGEON FLOOR PLANS £2.95

CHARACTER SHEETS £1.50

HEX PADS-fl.50

DUNGEON MODULES

G1 STEADING OF THE GIANCHIEF £1.95

SI TOMB OF HORRORS £4.25

03 VAULT OF THE GROW £2.75

PLUS MANY MORE

WE ALSO STOCK
HINCHLIFFE, MEN AT ARMS, LASSET, HISTOREX.
GHQ.

COMPREHENSIVE STOCK OF PAINT BY HUWBROL,
AIRFIX, WINSOR & NEWTON, ACRYLICS,

BRUSHES, AIRBRUSHES, CRAFT KNIVES,
SHOWCASES, SPRAYPAINT. ETC.
PLUS A LARGE SELECTION OF THE CALDERCRAFT

RANGE.
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THOUSANDS OF HGURES
FROM OVER 60 MANUFACTURERS
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS - ONLY SOP

Feu

r  ▼ r

H

^ecn

//7

POST FREE MAIL ORDER
The Second Edition of our comprehensive Mail Order

Catalogue listing thousands of figures will shortly be
available.

The new catalogue includes a number of American-made
figures previously difficult to obtain in the U.K., and new

lines from various manufacturers, plus more diorama
accessories.

All orders are sent post free in U.K. and B.F.P.G. -
overseas customers please add 10% for surface mail or 30%

for Air Mail. In view of the phenomenal response to our

previous adverts we must make a nominal 50p charge for
the catalogue. This is offset on any order over £5 by a 50p
credit voucher.

Best wishes to our

hundreds of new-found

modelling enthusiasts, we

look forward to hearing

from you again!
MODELWORKSHOP

l.l.MI TKI)

89b/89c WOODBRIDGE ROAD, GUILDFORD, SURREY, U.K. TEL: (0483) 71786
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GARRISON
Napoleonic
we continue this world beating new
range.
Infantry 16p, CavairY37p

French

FN38 Old Guard Campaign Kit
Marching

FN7 Line Fusilier Campaign
Kit Attacking

FN8 Line Fusilier Campaign
Kit Attack March

FN9 Line Grenadier* Cam

paign Kit Attacking
FN10 Line Grenadier* Cam

paign Kit Attack March
FN18 Fusilier Marching
FN24 Grenadier* Marching
FN14 Chasseur Advancing

Firing
FN16 Chasseur Officer Firing

Pistol

FN17 Chasseur Hornist

FN15 Chasseur Kneeling Firing
FNC10 Cuirassier Trooper (at

rest position)
FNC9 Cuirassier Officer

FNC12 Cuirassier Eagle Bearer
FNC14 Cuirassier Trumpeter
FNC11 Carabinier Trooper (at

rest position)
FNC16 Carabinier Officer

FNC27 Carabinier Eagle Bearer
FNC34 Carabinier Trumpeter

*or Voltigeur

ZAMA by Al Charles

Garrison

Value
Best Quality, Best

New releases in this
SUPERB DIORAMA set

ACZC3 - Scipio mounted on Rearing Horse £6.05
ACZC4 - Roman Standard Bearer, Mounted £6.05
ACZF4 - Legionary Kneeling with Spear £2.15
ACZF5-Legionary Throwing Pilum ^.15
And a new addition to our widely acclaimed Crecy series!

CF13 - Genoese Crossbowman at the ready. Comes complete
with Pavise £2.50

G&BLtd. thankyoufor
your support and look forward
to a year of exciting new
releases.

GREENWOOD
(iWBALL m

UNIT 27, BON LEA TRADING ESTATE,
THORNABY, CO. CLEVELAND

All orders in U.K. over £1, post free (under £1
add. 20p, P. & P.

Catalogue now available at £1.23.
Send S.A.E. for Garrison Lists.
Personal Callers Welcome.

See our Products and all Modelling's various
aspects at the West Midlands Military and
Model Show, 13th April 1980. Watch for further
details. Make a Diary Note nowl

il^tnaisisianct 25mm
MOGHULSI
25-111 Infantry Musketeer,

standing firing

25-112 Heavy Cavalry Lancer (H9)
24-113 Heavy Cavalry Bowman (H9)
H.9 Moghul barded horse at gallop (33p)

E.G.2 Pack Donkey (30p)
E.G.3 Pack Horse (45p)

Foot & Rider figures 18p each
Horses & Ponies 24p each

(unless otherwise listed)

SWISS
25-102(a) Half armoured pikeman (pike at level)
25-102(b) Half armoured halberdier, attacking

25-103(a) Unarmoured pikeman, marching
25-103(b) Unarmoured halberdier, marching

25-104(a) Half armoured pikeman (Pike at angle)
25-104(b) Half armoured halberdier, defending

25-105 Half armoured pikeman, receiving

SCOTS
25-100 Peasant pikeman, marching

(pike over shoulder)

TJniatures^
ASH GROVE, ROYLES HEAD LANE,

LONGWOOD, HUDDERSFIELD, W. YORKS.
HD3 4TU

When In London drop In at;-
The 'Rye Stamp Shop', 190 Rye Lane,
Peckham, London SE15 4NF
And 'H.Q.', la Craven Passage, Charing Cross,

London WC2

OUR SOLE AGENT IN FRANCE:-
J. G. Diffusion, 42 Av. Victor Hugo, 75116 Paris

All Australian 8i New Zealand enquiries to
"Battlefield", 50 Clissold Parade, Campsie, N.S.W.,
Australia 21M
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NCITIINGHAAi MODEL SOLOIED SLOE

Greece

Standard Bearer
Officer

Drummer

Citizen Spearman 1 st class,
armoured, shield, spear, in reserve
Citizen Spearman 1 st class, armoured
shield, spear attacking
Citizen Spearman 2nd class, leather
armour, shield, spear attacking
Mercenary Balearic Slinger
Mercenary Cretan Archer
Mercenary NumidianJavelinman
Libyan unarmoured, spear, shield
attacking
Spanish Scutoris unarmoured, large
shield, heavy javelin
Gual Mercenary unarmoured, spear,
shield attacking
Cavalry Officer
Cavalry Standard Bearer
Cavalryman armoured, spear and
shield
Cavalryman Numidian with javelin
Cavalryman Spanish unarmoured
spear, shield
War Elephant armoured, 3 crew
Gallic Chief
Gallic Standard Bearer
Gallic Warriorwith sword
Archer
Gallic Warrior-casual pose

;  Mounted Gallic Noble
Mounted Gallic Warrior

Officer cloak and double crested
Corinthian helmet
Standard Bearer
Hoplite Corinthian helmet in reserve
Hoplite Corinthian helmet attacking
Trumpeter
Pe.ltast unarmoured with Hoplite
Shield spear Attic helmet attacking
Slinger
Archer armoured taking arrow from
quiver
Sythian Mercenary Archer
unarmoured drawing bow
Spartan Hoplite cloak crested Pilos
helmet in reserve
Spartan Hoplite cloak crested Pilos
helmet attacking
Theban Hoplite Attic helmet attacking
Peltast small shield javelin and
Thracian helmet
Theban Hoplite attic helmet in reserve
Cavalry Officer
Cavalry Standard Bearer
Cavalryman armoured shield and
spear Corinthain helmet
Cavalryman unarmoured shield and
spear Boeotian helmet
Cavalryman armoured with javelin
attic helmet

Foot

Cavalry

Elephant

7 WOLLATON STREET,
NOTTINGHAM.

Telephone: Nottm. 43467

TOP SELLING ITEMS
FOR DECEMBER

1. Refs. Guide (TSR) 9.95
2. Magic Realm (A. Hill) 10.60
3. Dune (A. Hill) 10.60
4. Monster Manual (TSR) 4.50
5. Squad Leader (A. Hill) 8.45
6. Freedom in the Galaxy (SRI) 11.45
7. Wizards Quest (A. Hill) 8.45
8. Advanced D& D Rules (TSR) 4.50
9. Fortune (PHILMAR) 9.00
10. Kingmaker (PHILMAR) 6.50
Post & Packing 10%

We also stockthefollowing:
Mini-Figs, Skytrex Micro, WRG.
Games Workshop, Caldercraft,
Humbrol, Adgard, Ral Partha SPI,
A. Hill, GDW, Osprey.

Our mail order service is second to

none. SAE envelope for details of
any particular companies products

STOPPRESS

Awaiting arrival of theGS Ball 15mm
range and 25mm French Napoleonic

HO/GO WARGAMES FIGURES

VIETNAMESE ARI-IY
detailed in high quality metal

V1 Officer with AK^7,Soft Cap 75 Lying firing SMS, carrio Solar Helmet
V2 Advancing with SMG,3ush Hat V6 Lying with Rifle, camo Solar Helmet
VJ Firing SMG, Bush Hat V? Standing Firing RGP,Solar Helmet

Advancing with AK'f?, Solar Helmet V8 Heavy V/eapons Crewman,Solar Helmet

UNITED STATES ARMY '

US1 Off/NCO with Grenade Launcher US5 GI walking in T-shirt,Fatigue Cap
US2 GI advancing high port,Steel HelmUS6 GI lying firing LMG m60 " "
US3 GI advancing low port,Steel Helm US8 Heavy weapons crewman " "
US^ GI running forward,Steel Helmet US9 GI with Dragon anti tank weapon

All GI's carry Armalites except Nos. 1,6 & 8

SOVIET ARMY

51 Officer peak cap,camo suit,AK47 S5 Lying firing LMG, Summer Dress
52 Advancing,camo suit, AKk? S6 Lying firing AKk7, " "
S5 Advancing,summer dress,AK^7 S7 Standing with RPG7
Sk Advancing, " " AK^7& Bayonet S8 Heavy Weapons Crewman

All above in Steel Helmets except S1

HEAVY WEAPONS :

ALL 12p EACH.

TOP TRADE

SOVIET 120mm Wheeled Mortar
SOVIET 75/80mm Recoiless Gun
U.S. ARMY Infantry Mortar

Postage lOp per 10 (minimum) lOp U.K. Overseas + 25%
qjErmS — — CLUB DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
MODEL FIGURES & HOBBIES
Lower Balloo Road, Groomsport, Co. Down

BT19 2LU. N. Ireland
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Cast your own 25mm Napoleonic artillery and crew
Prince August now
moulds for 25mm

normally a very
our

enables

you

degree accuracy

~  ■

518 Gribeauval gun carriage and cannons
(this mould makes both Spdr and 12pdr)
Price each £2.38

519 Two figure mould;
France line artilleryman with sponge/ramrod.
France: Line artillery Corporal sighting gun
Price each £1.86

520 Two figure mould:
France line artilleryman with pin and primers
France line artilleryman with taper and
waterbucket.

Price each £1.86

Write for free leaflet from:

The Dunken Co., Supercast Ltd.,
20303 Silbury Ct., Blanket Row,
KATY, Hull HU1 1SQ
Texas 77450, USA. England.

Made by Prince August Moulds Ltd., Macroom, Co. Cork, Ireland. Tel: Macroom 504/5

PETER LAING'S
15mm Metal Wargaming Figures

(I do not guarantee they win wargames, but they do put up a good show)

15mm Metal Wargaming Figures

FEUDAL AND DARK AGES

COLONIAL WARGAMING

1 Armoured spearman 6p
2 Marchina armoured axeman 6p

■1 Armoured archer 6p
5 Saracen raised sword 8t shield 6p
D Saracen sp, man marching 6p
E) Saracen arclier 6p
7 Armoured ml. raised sword 6p
3 Armoured ml. sword a! ease 6p
? Unarmoured ml, sword 6p
Li Saracen standing, spear ft shield 5p
■| Armoured sp. man 'at ease 6p
? Unarmoured sp maftmarchmg 6p
3 Unarmoured archer 6p
i Unarmoured int. , axe, oval shield 6p
b Armoured cross bowman 6p
D Unarmoured cross Itowman 6p
7 Armoured sp. man kneeling 6p
3 Unarmoured ml. axe, kite shield 6p
3 Armoured axeman 6p
3 Dismounted olficer IHarotd) 6p
1 Viking chieltam 6p
2 Viking huscarl 6p
3 Viking bondi 6p
1 Viking archer 6p

F225 Vikmg berserk 6p
F226 Vikmg uHhednar 6p
P628 Saracen with spear 6p
F629 Saracen with raised swcd 6p
F913 priest With cross 60
M201 Mounted Saracen 12[)
M202 Mounted Norman spearman 12p
M203 Ctiarginy mtd Norman sp. man 12p
M204 Armoured Saracen cav. with

standard 12p
M20b Saracen horse archer charging 12p
M206 Norman on rearing horse 12p
M207 Turkish horse arclier 12p
M208 Charging Norman swordsman 12p
M209 Mtd Norman oHicer (William) 12p
M608 Armoured Saracen horseman 12{)
A41 la OX cart, solid wheels ISp
A41 lb OX cart, spoked wheels 18p
A412 Draught ox 12p
A413 OX cart driver 6p
A201 Mangonel IBp
A202 Mangonel crewman with lever 6p
A203 Two men with missile 12t)
A406 Saracen camel spearman 24p

BRITISH

F601 Brit. Inf. marding
F602 Highbnder marcfiing
FG03 Brit. Inf. adv.
F604 Hightandef adv.
F6QS Brit. Ifficer marching
FG06 Bagpiper marching
FGOT Brit Inf. fiing, standng
F608 Highlander fling, staming
F609 Brit. Officar. standhg
F635 Brit. Inf. tying, firing
F623 Brit, bugler, standing
F624 Brit. Officer, fiing revehrer
F625 Brh. Inf. fiiig, kneeing
F636 Naval rating, fwing
mj Naval Officer
M601 Brit Uncer charging
N6C2 Brit. Cav.. horse waikkig
M80S Imperial Yeomanry

DERVISHES
F612 Jiadn rifleman
F613 Fuzzy Wuzzy with sword
RiZ7 Fuzzy Wusy with spear
FG28 Dervish with spear
FS29 Dervish with raised sword
NKOB Dervish arrmwed horseman
M06 Dervish camel lancercar

ZULUS

F616 Zulu, marching
HI? Zulu rifleman, firing
F618 Zulu rifleman, adv.
F6I9 Zidu. lying, firing
F620 Zulu, adv., raised assegai
F626 Zulu running

ARTILLERV ETC
A602 Brit gunner, kneeing, ram
A603 Brit, gunner, kneeing
ABM Brit, gunner, field gbsses
A605 Brit heioTapher
A607 Seated Gating gunner
A608 Standmg Gating gunner
A511 Seated gunner for imber
AfilZ Brit guiwf, handspfta
A613 Brit, gunner with shel
A617 Naval gunner, crouching
A61B Naval gunner, stsming
A620 Maxxngumer
M608 ArtNery horse with rider
tMG07 ArtBery horse without rider
A601 2.5" R.M.L Mountain gun
AG06 Gatinggun
A610 Umber
A609 15-pdr. fieU gun
A616 Ganittrgun

24p A619 Maxim gun cart

MEDIEVAL WARGAMES
Send 15p stamps for latest 1979 List and Sample

Over 650 items from Ancients to World War 2

Orders up to and including C4 please add 28p Cash with order packing & postage extra.
Orders up to and including £5 please add 28p. Orders up to and including 1 1 please add 16p
Orders up to and including fS please add 31p. Orders up to and including t.'2 please add 19p
Orders up to and including £7 please add 35p. Orders up to and including £3 please add 23p.
Orders up to and including £8 please add 38p. U.K. Orders ol £8 and over POST FREE

Overseas add 30% (Air Mail mm. £1) .

JOHN MITCHEL BUILDING SHEETS
Sheet 3 CASTLE GATEHOUSE Sheet 4 CASTLE WALLS 36p eech

PETER LAING
Minden, Sutton St. Nicholas, Hereford HR1 3BD

Tel: 518 (SID 043 272)

F901 Longbowman shooting
F902 Longbowman marching
F903 Man at arms marching
F904 Man at arms standing, spear
F905 Crossbowman shooting
F906Crossbowman loading
F907 Dism knight with sword
F908 DIsm knight with glaive
F909 Handgunner firing
F910Dism knight wrth axe
F911 Standing spearman (Scot)
F912 Kneeling spearman (Scot)
F913 Priest with cross
F914 Advancing spearman
F915 Dismounted Herald
A901 Small bombard
A904 Kneeling gunner
M05 Standing gunner
A906 Ladder carrier (2 reqd)
A908 Man for climbing ladder
A910 Bat. ram crew (2 reqd)
A201 Mangonel

I A202 Man with lever
A203 Two men with missile
A918Pavisse

M901 Mtd knight (lance caparison)
M902Charging knight (lance caparison)
M903 Charging knight, sword
M904 Mtd knight (mace caparison)
M905 Mtd knight, war hammer
M906 Mtd archer
M907 Mtd man at arms
M908Mtd herald
A907 Ladder
A909 Battering ram
A913Rowof6stakes
A902 Cannon on elev mount
A903 Cannon on fixed mount
A911Trebuchet
A914 Mantlet for archer
A916Soworcat
A917Wagon castle
A915 Mantlet for cannon
{A901 A903
A912 Siege tower (12 part kit)
A411 a Ox cart, solid wheels
A41 lb Ox cart, spoked wheels
A412 Draught ox (2 reqd)
A413 Ox cart driver
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Q.T. MODELS
BRDUNOTON • HUMBERSIDE
1/35th Scale Accessories

Diorama Accessories
Suitable for 1/35-1/32nd. Scale
Destroyed Buildings £1.50 • Foun- ■
tains 95p • Wails 30p

Diorama Bases. From 65p • Each
Hand Made and French Polished.
Any size made to order. 1 p per sq. in.
+ 80p make up charge.

Engraved Brass Plates in American
Script or Block Capitals, from 55p.

5/WA2 and S/WA3

SEND 20p FOR CATALOGUE
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Accessories in 1/300th Scale
Buildings 25p • Wrecks 15p •
Gun Emplacements 15p • Pill
Boxes 15p • Bridges 35p per pair
• Factory Complex • Aerodrome
• Railway Station • Middle East

Starforce 300
A range of 1 /300th scale Space

Ships from 40p
Freighters • Fighters • Carriers •
Tugs • Everything for a 1/300th
Scale Space Battle.

Onan 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Closad Thuraday. Mail Order Welcome
10 Queen St, Bridlington, Y015 2SF. Tel; 0262-70421

PREISER mini-parade

In 1:90 scale - bands, troops, air
crew, infantry, spectators, etc.

Full range of Preiser miniature people on show or send
£1.00 cheque/P. Order for catalogue.

SOUTHERN HOBBIES LTD.
2 -F 3 Hove Place, Hove
(Rear of St. Catherines Lodge Hotel - A259)
Telephone (0273) 736081

Evarything for the Modeller always in stock - Mail Order or Callers
always walcomalMon-Sat Sam—5.30pnn. Closed Wednesdays.

COME UP TO OATE!

with our latest Rules covering 1950-1985. These replace our
Internationally used 1950/1975 rules which set new standards tor
war-gaming and were aoopteo by the U. S. Army as a training aid.

1950 0 985 brings you riahr up-to-date with the latest weapons
systems, is even fasle; "moving and perm.it.'. more Fi-e and
Movemen' options, as well as covering Air AttosK and Detence.
Nioht Fiahting. use of Smoke Fieio Engineering — You name it,
its there!

Wili be suppiemenied, staning during 1980. by what will be 3
series of Weapons Handbooks bringing users up-to-date with
latest developments, organisation, etc.

Rules for Armoured Warfare at Company and
Battalion Group Level

Price £1 80 in U.K. and Europe: £2.10 isu'tace) ana £3.10 (Air' ir
Australia and N.Z. and £1.90 and £2.80 respectively in U If
sending U.S.A. perscnal cheques in dollars please add $1.00 for
bank charges.

From (who e/se!i'.

WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP
75 ARDINGLY DRIVE

GORING BY SEA, SUSSEX
An S.A E. will brine our latsr' List o' Rules and reference books.

BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE - Per
sonally inscribed, and autographed.
Cash with order to 69 Hill Lane,
Southampton: prices for UK only -
overseas add 10^. WARGAMES - £4.40p;
NAVAL VARGAMES - £5.80p; ADVANCED
WARGAMES - £3.45p; VARGAMES CAMPAIGNS
- £3.65p; VARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES
- VOL.1 3OOOBC to 13OOAD - £4.70p;
- VOL.11 1420-1783 - £3.95p; VOL.HI
1792-1859 - £5.20p; - VOL.IV 1863-
1945 - £b.20p; BATTLES VITH MODEL
SOLDIERS - £4.65p; BATTLE NOTES FOR
VARGAMERS - £4.20p; VARGAMING ANCIENT
& MEDIEVAL PERIODS - £4.45p; VARGAM
ING PIKE & SHOT PERIODS - £5.20p;
TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE - The Vest
ern Desert Campaign - £3.30p; SKIRM-
ISH VARGAMING - £3.40p; POITIERS 1356
- £2.00p; at THEM VITH THE BAYONET I -
£L.a5p; BETTER MILITARY MODELLING -
£2.95p; VARGAMERS handbook OF THE
AMERICAN VAR OF INDEPENDENCE 1775-1783
- £4.45p; TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE No.
4 - £4.70p; VARGAMING AIRBORNE OPERA-
TIONS - £5.20p; VEAPONS & EQUIPMENT OF
THE VICTORIAN SOLDIER - £6.70pJ BATTLES

VITH MODEL TANKS - Hard covers £^.30p
Soft covers £3.25p«

Mention VARGAMER'S NEVSLETTER when replying to adverts



T,WELLS(0892) 39082

MINIATURE

WARFARE Ltd,at
18b The Pantiles,
Tunbridge Wei Is, Kent.
OFFERS THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF GOODS AND
SERVICES FOR COLLECTORS, WARGAMERS, MODELMAKERS,
& HOBBYISTS OF ALL AGES - TRY US AND FIND OUT FOR
YOURSELF ? HOME & OVERSEAS MAIL ORDER SERVICE,

FIGURES-MODELS-KITS-CONVERSIONS-VIGNETTES-

DIOR AM AS - ACCESSORIES - TOOLS - MATERIALS -

PAINTS - BOOKS - PRINTS - RU LES - DICE - ETC
OUR AIM IS YOUR SATISFACTION. IF WE HAVE^NTGOT IT, WElL GET IT FOR YOU; IF WE
CAN'T GET IT, WE CAN PROBABLY MAKE IT FOR YOU - AT A PRICE YOU CAN AFFORD 1

MW STUDIO SERVICES (T.Wells 37624) ALSO AVAILABLE TO MANUFACTURERS
FOR ORIGINAL DESIGNS/mOOELS/MASTERS. MUSEUM AUTHORITIES.

MILITARIA ASSOCIATIONS. EDUCATIONAL & ARCHITECTURAL PROJECTS

INCLUDING DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, ASSEMBLY, AND SUPERB HAND-PAINTING SERVICE /

MAILORDER . Send large stamped envelope or Overseas Mail for supply of FREE
Order Forms for you, your friends, or your Club and save on postage

WE STOCK TEHE BEST in value for money. Figures & Kits from; Stadden,
John Niblett, BennassI, Jarvis, Lasset,Sanderson, Labayen,etc. From Hinchliffe Model,
Miniature Figurines, Ensign Miniatures, New Hope Design, GHO, Rose Miniatures,
Phoenix Models, Scottish Soldiers, and others ; Pius an impressive collection of Hand
Painted Figures, Vignettes, Dioramas that are collectors pieces of investment value.

ALSO a wide range of Airfix, Matchbox, Beliona, Micro-Mold, Tamaya, ATLANTIC when
deliveries available/ For Wargamers & Modelmakers, Diorama and Scenic aids and
accessories; Trees, Hedging, Lichen, Compounds, Road Grits; Modroc, Piasticard,
Solarbo, Adhesives, Milliput,Tools & Blades, Brushes, Humbrol Paints etc. AND NOW,
LINKA MODEL BUILDINGS SYSTEM, MOULDS, ACCESSORIES - send stamps for
details and price list. The best in Reference Books from Osprey, Funcken, Blandford;
Don Featherstone, Patrick Stephens, Almark,etc.

YOU CAN RELY ON US TO HELP YOU, TO HELP THE HOBBY TO HELP US,TO HELP

YOU I WE LIKE TO THINK THAT IS WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT - RIGHT ?

Mention WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER when replying to adverts



25mm Tradition wargame figures.

35mm figures by Clive Knigfit.

54mm animated figures by Chas.
C. Stadden and other makers.

54mm Tradition figures in kit
form.

*90mm figures by Chas. G. Stadden.

*110mm figures by Ron Cameron.

'Painted figures in most scales.

Numerous reference books and

painting guides.

Paints and brushes.

54mm diorama figures by Alan collector's
models.

80mm figures by Jeff Willis. souvenirs of a military
80mm figures by Alan Caton. nature.

Plus a selection of militaria and military prints.

Gifts and souvenirs of a military
nature.

*We are the sole makers of these figures and carry the
largest and most comprehensive selection to be found anywhere.

Nearest Underground and buses; Green Park and Hyde Park Corner.
Buses to Park Lane Hilton.

For those unable to visit us please add postage and packing
on all mail orders-10% in U.K., 20% Overseas.

OPEN: MONDAY TO FRIDAY 9-6. SATURDAY 9-4.

AND FOR THE COLLECTOR OF FINE MILITARY ANTIQUES, OUR NEW MILITARIA SHOP AT

10 WHITEHORSE STREET, W.I.
(adjoining Shepherd Street)

VIEWING BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

JUST PUBLISHED AND AVAILABLE NOW—THREE NEW CATALOGUES

80mm MODEL SOLDIERS fully illustrated 50p inc. postage
54mm DIORAMA FIGURES fully illustrated 70p inc. postage

2nd Edition 54mm ANIMATED FIGURES with new additions 70p inc. postage

ICiT'aLdLi.ltioinL

5A & 5B SHEPHERD STREET ■ MAYFAIR • LONDON W1 * Tel: 01 -493 7452

DESLITH (Print & Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, England


